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1.1 Introduction
Throughout history, humans have demonstrated time and again the ingenuity to make the impossible possible.
From the invention of the lightbulb, airplanes, medical breakthroughs like the smallpox vaccine or penicillin,
cultural developments such as democracy, women’s rights, civil rights and global commitment to human rights
as a whole are all relatively new concepts, that were once resisted by many. And of course, technologies
including the personal computer, robotics, the internet and smart phones and cars, and putting a man on the
moon were unanticipated science fiction at one time. These examples share two commonalities, one is that the
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ability of the human mind to imagine what is possible at any given point in time is limited. The second is that
where there is a will there is a way. It is a fact that despite critics and skeptics, great thinkers have emerged to
push humanity forward in previously unimagined directions. We also know that not all of these developments
have led to the betterment of humanity and our ecosystem. The unintended consequences of any new
innovation have been difficult to predict and even more difficult to reverse.
This document describes a large-scale international approach to collaboratively resolving near term global
issues we all face. Although technological, culture and social movement focused in nature, the core of this
proposed solutions oriented organizational development must first and always be a pure, inspired, hopeful,
loving, kind and compassionate expression of the highest aspirations of every human spirit and of the
collective human heart. This proposed endeavor will only happen if it is grounded, held together, and
constantly nourished by humanity’s highest aspirations and hopes, and the greatest love humanity has to offer
itself and our natural world, or it will not happen at all. No technology, no ego-based competitive desire or
greed, no powerful corporation or person, no government and certainly no intense collective fear driven
motivation can create what is now most needed by humanity.
We are all one humanity and the collective realization of our oneness will allow us to collaborate and work
together harmoniously. Only love can accomplish what is now absolutely required for our collective survival
and we implore all readers of this document to choose and intend to consciously see every statement in this
document through the lens of that ever present truth. Love truly is the answer and it is the only answer. That
said, although we, the writers of this white paper care deeply for all of humanity and all those who may choose
to participate in this endeavor, this individual document is not designed specifically to be emotionally focused
and inspirational. We have prepared other documents to serve those purposes, and we hope you will seek
them out and read them. They are located on the website listed later in this document. This document is, by
necessity, designed to be factual, relevant, complete and to describe a very real and practically workable
solution to global issues. Humanity no longer has the time or the luxury of wishful thinking. Our world is on fire
and it is up to us all to now courageously and unflinchingly deal with it or face the consequences of our
inaction. This writing is for all who want to understand, in grounded and practical terms, how we can
successfully and collaboratively change, as a global community, in all ways necessary to achieve a sustainable
world for our children. We hope you will join us in this effort.
This document also functions as the practically grounded expression and blueprint of an organizational model
that will be designed and developed to help serve humanity when, where and how it is needed, and no matter
what the cost or sacrifices involved. It is a foundation and starting point for larger necessary developments and
social movements to come. It is not meant to be the finished answer to all of the world’s issues, and no single
document can fully fulfill such a role. This is also a plan and a strategy and it is our best effort to create a
container for all the necessary ideas, concepts, technology and processes that are required to help humanity
build and deploy global solutions in the short time we have available to us.
This organizational model is designed to be available to help when humanity most needs it and to serve all of
humanity equally. This fact-based, detailed and somewhat technical approach is unavoidably necessary. These
requirements do influence the required wording and the overall structure of this document. We cannot solve
problems unless we can clearly define them. Humanity cannot solve its problems together unless we are
disciplined, mature and determined enough to face all of the dimensions and implications of our problematic
issues. Then we must be willing to apply whatever personal and collective resources necessary to solve them.
This includes being willing to apply whatever funding, expertise and technologies are required, and to do so in
purely loving and heartfelt concert with inspired and passionately motivated human beings like yourselves.
Therefore, we have taken a comprehensive solutions oriented and focused approach in this document, rather
than a less inspired halfway, incomplete or merely problem centric approach.
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1.2 Why the Time is Now
Right now humanity (including all nations, races, religions, cultures and genders) is simultaneously at a global
developmental, technological, ecological, cultural and quality of consciousness crossroads. We have evolved
to a point where the scope and scale of the world’s problems have grown so increasingly complex that no
individual country, wealthy person or well-meaning group can solve them independently. In addition, due to the
interconnected nature of the problems themselves, they cannot be approached individually without considering
unintended impacts that could expand other problems or create new ones. We must now redefine the nature of
the issues we face in new ways, rather than through the lenses of traditional and conventional problem solving
and then reimagine our options and thereby develop a new resolution paradigm and platform which
innovatively, creatively collaboratively solves them. That said, where there is the will, there is a way, and we all
have it within us to accomplish this.
This rapidly evolving global situation requires that we, as a unified species, and in a disciplined way,
fundamentally and systematically choose to change how we live, think, feel and make our basic daily decisions
if we want to remain globally viable. We must now choose to shift away from our prior species’ level predatory,
competitive, environmentally destructive and self-destructive behaviors. Our social and culture-centric
dynamics and decision-making strategies (at all macro and micro levels) must move in ever more sustainable
and compassionate directions. This is not only possible and necessary; it is now feasible. In this process there
are neither “silver bullets” nor magical solutions to achieve the work that must be done. It's time to swallow our
personal and collective pride, and to become willing to sacrifice some aspects of our currently comfortable
ways of life, directly face our fears, doubts, mistrust and uncertainty and together get to work! The right mix of
“secret ingredients” that will allow this process to occur for the first time in the history of humanity are coming
together as follows:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Our mutual love for our cultures, ourselves, our children, for future generations, for God and for our
beautiful natural world that we all share.
Humanity’s inspired and innate desire to want to be part of something greater than oneself and to
operate from higher ideals, values, visions and goals. We must now come together and recognize our
oneness and our shared capacity and thus be empowered to change.
Our current world pressures, needs and problems (climate change, pollution, war, financial inequality,
lack of clean water, unequal distribution of resources, disease, etc.) that motivate us, and to a degree
guide our decisions and actions and bring out the inspired creative ingenuity and expertise of collective
humanity.
The understanding that there has previously not been an adequately comprehensive uniting and
motivating philosophy, developmental paradigm, uniting process, inspiring movement and focusing
collaboration support technology to facilitate humanity’s coordinated transformation in all the required
ways necessary to bring about all of the required changes in the world’s human life process and
evolution of consciousness in order to attain a peaceful, long-term viable and healthy world.
The realization that without a comprehensively unifying internet-based collaboration support platform,
global community development process and environment, that we are not capable or adequately
empowered as a species to work together with the requisite efficiency, at scale, to generate the nearterm solutions we need to solve our world problems and to manage needed coordinated global
transformation.
We now have the technological capacity to create this collaborative platform and infrastructure that can
be the avenue to rapid global change and world transformation management.
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

We have the ability to generate practical and clearly architected global strategies, plans and required
solutions, given the right resources, and the ability to distribute these solutions in an efficient
comprehensive manner. (mission, strategies, people, plan, technology, culture, information and
resources).
The realization that only through faith, hope, unity, innovation, ingenuity and unified collective action
can we hope to face our challenges.
The evolved, educated and unified willingness on the part of humanity to collaborate peacefully at all
levels of societies in order to learn to better adapt, change, transform and evolve and live in harmony
with our natural world.
The realization that through the efforts of the WSS we can literally give humanity more time to develop
and evolve, rather than being inundated and interrupted in this process by developing problems.
The realization that reestablishing the prior dysfunctional and problematic status quo of world process
prior to the Corona Virus pandemic is not an adequate or optimal goal to focus on, in essence we will
only be setting ourselves up for a future crisis and again be unprepared to face it effectively as nations
and as an interdependent world.
Our willingness as a species to transcend our prior tendencies to operate from fear, doubt, mistrust,
ignorance, competitiveness, unconscious traditional social habits and all nationalistic, populist and
separatist tendencies and all wishful thinking that anything will ever be certain in our collective future.
The conscious realization that all human beings operate from inherited modes of thinking and decisionmaking that can unknowingly blind us to even the most obviously problematic unfoldment's of our dayto-day choices, both locally and globally.
The realization that in order to achieve long-term sustainability, humans must evolve out of innate
primal, unconscious processes, survival tactics and simple ignorance that have pulled us out of
alignment with the natural ecosystem.
The realization that it is now time for us to adapt to our natural world, rather than trying to force it
destructively to conform to and adapt to our ways, desires, preferences and habits.
We are evolving and proliferating rapidly as a species and this development requires that we accept
that our next evolutionary steps must include immediate conscious strategic action that
comprehensively modifies and transforms our species’ day-to-day life processes in all ways necessary
to bring us into verifiable balanced healthy and sustainable ecological alignment.
New technologies and achieved collective understandings and strategies that support creative
development of innovative methods for helping humanity to collectively re-organize, mobilize, realize
their power, maximally operationalize their capacities, better utilize our resources, communicate and
work together, and to consistently incentivize and support humanity to fundamentally transform.

1.3 Making the Impossible Possible
All of these proposed dynamics set the stage to develop the necessary intention, participation,
collaboration, tools and required innovations to achieve what must now occur. The model represented here
constitutes a movement, and a networked system of systems aligned with a philosophy and
ideology (a three pillar strategy) that will support, govern and guide the entire global process. The
movement starts in the hearts and minds of all individuals willing and ready to unite for the common good.
Providing an avenue where all fully recognize and can optimally apply their personal power in collective
concert to affect change and having practical ways to do so is needed and necessary to the next step in
our planetary evolutionary process. This white paper focuses in depth on the build out of the tangible
“systems of systems’ development. It also recognizes and gives ongoing consideration and description to
the manifestation of the two other pillars (ideology and movement building) represented here. These
additional pillars are necessary in order to achieve sustainable global change and a functioning new world
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management paradigm. In brief terms this strategic process will manifest “An International Collaboration
Platform, Culture and Solutions Generation Engine for Healthy Global Transformation”.
The vision and mission encompasses the overarching totality of this socio-technological dynamic and its
intention to serve humanity and the natural world. Only the contributions of all inspired crowd sourced
individuals, participating groups, existing international corporations, the wealthy and powerful, and nations
can fully bring it to fruition in the time available to humanity. The only alternative to proactively choosing to
bravely and boldly move forward on this path, in a precisely and comprehensively defined and workably
architected form, is the continued ongoing global dissolution of our species life process. There is no part of
the proposed collective global transformational process that can be skimped on, overlooked, glossed over,
dismissed, invalidated, selfishly monetized, deprioritized or left out, this statement especially includes
humanity’s needy, poor and disenfranchised nations, cultures, races, genders and individual members of
our global community

!
The vision and plan presented in this document must not be taken to be merely an “attractive idea or
possibility”, and certainly not “wishful thinking” in our currently dire global situation that requires immediate
decisive global action, at whatever scale necessary to effect it. Instead what we are describing here is a
comprehensive organizational mechanism necessary to affect that vision. This plan and organizational model
will be fully technologically, logistically, organizationally, functionally and precisely defined, in a grounded,
practical and implementable way. This proposed system must be specified, down to the last detail, including
the “who, what, when, where, why and how we do it”. This document offers an optional initial path forward as
well as a description of what we perceive to be many of the required organizational, technological, cultural and
operational capabilities and transformation that are necessary to meet these global challenges and to show the
feasible potential of the project. At the same time this document serves as a detailed rendering of the map of
the unfoldment of the overall proposed approach scenario to the attainment of these collective species level
goals. That said, we would suggest it is vital to focus on the “what, why and when” to start with, meaning that if
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we do not truly know the what and why and their requisite timing, then we will not find it within ourselves to
powerfully effect the how.
“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.”
- Albert Einstein
This white paper proposes and defines the foundation and developmental requirements for a new, complete,
grounded, practical, centralized and distributed, and free to all:
•

Platform and engine of orchestrated synchronization of global collaboration and organized
democratic species consciousness transformation and evolution.

•

Engine for centralized and distributed high-performance species level transdisciplinary learning
and new knowledge generation and distribution.

•

Engine of global accelerated human transformation strategy development and management.

•

Engine for global solutions development and implementation.

•

Support operating system and operational infrastructure for the transformation platform and
engines.

This proposed globally organizing and humanity aligning process will be developed initially as a robust, highly
functional, humanitarian not-for-profit organizational model capable of facilitating the optimal long-term and
accelerated development, learning, transformation and evolution of all humankind. In the long-term the WSS
will constitute a globally available species process support system and a basic public utility that is freely
available to all and governed by the international collective. The effect of this organizational model includes
optimally graceful accelerated and orchestrated transformation of humanity’s collective life process. This
process can be designed to shift the quality of consciousness of individuals, organizations and nations and
their ways of operating and making decisions to be aligned with the good of our species and of the greater
ecosystem, thereby bringing humanity back into harmonious relationship to our natural environment.
In short, this proposed model constitutes a complete process for rapid collaborative evolution of our
species through global strategizing and solutions development efforts, education, and engineered and
architected social development and transformation. This organizing model is designed to operate as both
a centralized hub and a distributed networked system that catalytically evolves other existing global systems.
This resultant world change system must come to fruition in every way necessary for humanity to achieve its
highest collective conscious potential, to remain viable as a species, and to sustain our earth’s ecosystems.
This evolution will allow humanity to both strategically and tactically get ahead of the inertia and effects of its
current curve of environmental destruction and shift the current collective “trajectory of global human
development and life process” to a more profoundly healthy, sustainable, manageable and collaboratively
orchestrated path. This not-for-profit organization is World Systems Solutions, also referenced throughout
this document as “the WSS”.
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2.1 Background: Facing Global Crises
Humanity is facing dynamics of massive rapid global change of
many kinds, that we ourselves are creating. These issues are
born from scarcity and competitive separatist mindsets and as
well as a previous lack of free and equitable global distribution
of our currently available education and technologies, including
mass collaboration and logistically coordinated action support
technologies. The long-term effects of these prior dynamics
have led to wars, toxic competition, climate change, pollution
and ongoing overconsumption of resources along with human’s
inability to predict the interconnected short and long-term
consequences of our own actions. It is also the result of the
previous generic human tendencies toward short-term goal
and planning focus and our limited and thus limiting reactive
individual and collective learning dynamics.
Some of the most pressing global problems we are now facing, and that now require a timely and limitlessly
scalable collaborative and efficiently coordinated approach, optimal resources and the creation of a solutions
generation mechanism that has not previously been attempted include:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Global climate change, runaway pollution, overpopulation (7.6 Billion now, by 2050 over 9.0 billion
humans) and near-term climate change driven mass-migrations of humans from numerous countries
creating a potentially defunctionalizing and rapidly developing dynamic which will impact all nations.
Rapidly diminishing clean water and lack of non-chemically polluted freshwater resources. (By 2030
700 million people could be displaced by intense water scarcity, United Nations Global Issues Fast
Facts, https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/global-issues-fast-facts/index.html).
Potential global economic recession or even collapse driven by several potential influences, including
global pandemics. (736 million people lived in extreme poverty in 2015, United Nations Global Issues,
Fast Facts https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/global-issues-fast-facts/index.html).
Numerous threats to human populations due to global pandemics including the most current Corona
Virus (COVID-19).
Global diminishment/extinction of thousands of species including collapsing ocean and fresh-water fish
populations and honeybee populations.
Decreasing arable/farmable land and diminishing resources of various kinds, including fossil fuels. (The
world has lost a third of its arable farmland in the past 40 years due to climate change, pollution and
erosion. University of Sheffield’s Grantham Centre for Sustainable Futures).
Nationalism, populism, tribalism, toxic and even predatory competition, blind capitalism, and political
polarization, all of which tend to feed myopic dynamics of ignorance, conflict and corruption of the
process of species governance and day-to-day individual human life dynamics and decisions, rather
than fostering healthy relationship building and functional unity.
Proactive corporate fostered addiction to consumerism and creature comforts, and conspicuous
consumptions of resources leading humans to literally devour the earth’s resources without limit or
necessary healthy regulation. Our globally economies are in effect being distorted and partially defined
in their process and function by this intentionally generated addiction to our new “fast food world”.
A drastic increase and treatment of mental illnesses, specifically anxiety and depression furthering
other health issues, reducing life expectancy and limiting capacity to function effectively in society. (NIH
Statistics reported 46.4M effected by mental illness in 2017. Suicides were more than double homicides
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•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

in 2017 and the second leading cause of death ages 10-34, and anxiety and depression are on the rise
https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/index.shtml).
New and ever more rapidly evolving and converging technological developments that can neither
effectively, nor consistently, be legally or governmentally managed or regulated. (A.I., robotics,
genetics, drones, networked electric smart cars, social media, attempted misuse of corporate acquired
metadata). This situation is being driven by an illusory assumption that technology itself is a panacea
for all of the world’s ills that we ourselves have created, rather than choosing to constructively shift
previous dysfunctional human tendencies.
Corruption and abuse of power in governments and corporations simultaneous to increasing polarized
political gridlock, leading to mistrust and suspicion in world citizens.
Inadequate education, medicine and fundamental life support for the global population. (in 2019 at least
half of the world’s 7.3 billion people were not receiving the essential health services they need. WHO,
World Health Statistics 2019).
Potential disruptions of global supply chains related to critically need goods.
Systemic racism, inequality, increasing numbers of disadvantaged poor experiencing lack of upward
mobility. (More than 780 million people live below the international poverty line of $1.90 per day, United
Nations, Global Issues Fast Facts https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/global-issues-fast-facts/
index.html).
Rampant social, political, economic and international dysfunction and polarized conflict due to
misinformation from many sources and intentional weaponization of information and social media.
Negative tribalized emotions fueled by special interests driving global political dynamics and decisions.
A dysfunctional, nation-centric, and ineffective United Nations and UNESCO governance models and
associated politicized dynamics.
Societal dynamics of mass distraction, desensitization and pain avoidance strategies of all kinds
creating a generic type of unconsciousness producing numbness that keeps people from taking
creative and proactive positive action.
“If you do not change direction you may end up where you are heading.”
- Lao Tzu

2.2 Global Interconnection Triggering a Convergent Cascade Effect
These linked, ongoing and increasing global pressures and problems have the potential to trigger a convergent
cascade effect of various global dysfunctions, including wars or ever more virulent forms of terrorism. In
essence these related issues can and do actually magnify the problematic nature of others. While there is good
intention to use our collective will to solve problems that could avert the potential for wars, it is outpaced by the
ongoing energy and resources being put in to creating more weapons, of various kinds such as conventional
weapons, weapons of propaganda and misinformation, cyber-weapons, drone technology, nuclear or even new
and previously unknown weapons. (According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, in
2018, total world military expenditure amounted to 1.822 Trillion US$. "Source: Military budget - https://
en.wikipedia.org").
These are substantial resources that are further drained from the process of peaceful and healthy solutions
creation and they deplete the collaboration pools which are needed to solve these issues. Meaning that this
fear and greed driven tendency to focus on military approaches to problem solving simply makes global
problems worse and renders us less capable of successfully resolving them. Intelligent repurposing and
equitable distribution of our collective resources is one of humanity’s required future tasks.
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“Those who love peace must learn to organize as effectively as those who love war.”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.
There are many other challenges impacting humanity and our planet, and they are too numerous to name
here. Suffice to say that we, as a united species, need to be busy doing far more than merely reacting to
natural, economic and social disasters of our own making if we wish to remain stable and viable as nations,
societies and as a world. To do this, we must first understand and take into account the complex,
multidimensional and systemic nature of these issues. We must also take into account the inextricably
interdependent situation and nature of our species interactive day-to-day life processes and the inertia of our
non-aligned collective tendencies of traditional, social, political, economic and tribalized decision-making. (i.e.
Continuing to collectively and stubbornly do today and tomorrow what we did yesterday, even when it makes
our lives worse). Attempting to resolve any one of these challenging issues at a time, or even a few of them in
the near term will not assuredly support our long-term global stability or continuance as a species. Only a
defined integrated and systemic solutions generation process that can practically and in an unflinchingly and
grounded way address the most pressing world issues simultaneously and consistently will be effective.
Our global solutions creation efforts must outpace the speed of unfoldment of the developing global problems
and be intelligently organized enough to effectively solve them. (i.e. The defined and implemented solutions
must fully map to the true nature, scale, dynamics, timelines of unfoldment and the environmental venues
within which our shared global problems exist and propagate). Only a complete platform that is
transdisciplinary, networked, intelligent and collaborative in design and manageable, evolvable, extensible,
flexible and supportive of globally synchronized efforts will provide complete resolution. In essence it must be a
platform that will support the literal democratization of global problem management and resolution, as well as
solutions production and delivery, and support strategic collaborative developments management.
Transdisciplinary approaches to problem solving and facilitated human evolution being referred to as a fully
integrated and synergy generating amalgam of multiple or key and applicable disciplines of knowledge, skill
and technology simultaneously, generating synergistic and catalytic solutions that are otherwise unattainable
via a single discipline or even multi-disciplinary approaches.

2.3 The Need for Decisive Global Action
The current consensus of scientific research now gives us now less than 10 short years to take decisive global
corrective action on climate change alone. Climate change is only one of our core global challenges that every
nation now faces equally. If we do not create a comprehensive integrated mechanism and system of systems
for dealing with our simultaneous global threats and challenges that now and in the future will affect all of us,
then we are likely looking at a “global slow motion train wreck” scenario of our own making, if only due to our
own inaction.
It is vital that we make optimal use of these growing global pressures to guide us, inform us and to
collaboratively motivate us to constructively work together, rather than to create or allow our current processes
of increasing conflict, confusion, political dysfunction or greed driven competition for resources and disunity to
fester. It is vital that we as a world:
•

Rapidly build effective and sustainable collaboration and consensus of paths to problem resolution and
scalable, highly coordinated and organized collective action and effective solutions creation.
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•
•

Realize that much of what we are dealing with globally is the result of our own prior historical species
process, decisions, motivations, actions, and ways of life.
Realize that from this point forward that all that we most care about must be proactively and willingly
placed “on the table” for negotiated change and positive adjustment, including that which we most love,
desire, are attached to or consider luxuries that are “untouchably necessary” to remain unchanged in
our collective ways of life.

These increasingly challenging worldwide pressures themselves can constitute a sort of formative and
developmental guidance mechanism and map for our species’ process of learning, development and
strategizing, if we are consciously willing to apply them in this way. We can consciously and intentionally
choose to either learn reactively or proactively. Reactive learning costs far more in the short and long-term as
we now see in our costly and devastating mismanagement of the Corona Virus Pandemic. If we are proactive
and preemptive in the management of unfolding global problems then to a significant degree these global
problems will teach and guide our collective strategizing. They will therefore guide the scripted unfoldment of a
significant part of the “practical how” these necessary global developmental changes and positive results can
all occur in the near term via the WSS paradigm. These global pressures are generating the collective
awareness, understanding, perceived need and the resultant requisite willpower to guide us to take concerted
collective global action. That said, without the growing clear and present awareness of our global problems and
needs becoming more present in all of our minds, the building social and environmental pressures would not
result in our species taking appropriate, effective, intelligent and timely collective action. We must intelligently,
constructively and strategically channel and apply these newly available energies and realizations.
The true solutions to our global issues are intelligent, educated, coordinated, democratized social reengineering, and rapid macro solutions generation and deployment. Many other “how can it all be done” details
and options will be found further along in this document. Due to the unique nature of our global problems, their
solution requirements and processes or “how’s” must be built from the ground up by the proposed WSS
organization, since there is currently no other organizational or governmental system and resource that is
appropriately designed and internationally validated and acceptable to perform this task.
“Necessity is the mother of invention. A need or problem encourages creative efforts to meet
the need or solve the problem.”
- Plato
Part of the answer to the question “how can it be done” is simple acceptance on the part of key decisionmakers as well as everyday people of our new and rapidly changing and increasingly pressurized global reality,
its fundamentally challenging dynamics and its potential detrimental effects on humanity and our planet. That
said, the proposed WSS plan described and contained in this document is designed to generate all of the other
detailed “who, what, when, where, why and how” details, strategies, resources, technologies, solutions
specifications, project plans and results. We can choose to do this together as one humanity or we can fail
together, whatever we decide, we must all choose from our highest consciousness understandings and our
own hearts’ deepest wisdom.

2.4 The Impact of our Choices
Though the WSS is very ambitious in scope and scale, and appropriately so, the proposed WSS project must
be designed to be rapidly scalable, funded and resourced in a timely manner to whatever level is necessary to
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accurately and clearly define and solve existing world problems, detrimental human developmental dynamics,
and non-optimal world situations, as well as to accurately project, forecast and preemptively fulfill future world
needs. If the WSS or something very similar to it doesn’t occur, how will we as a fully interdependent species
be able to intelligently and optimally address the growing and rapidly complexifying potential for global crisis in
a necessarily timely manner?
The alternative to actively taking advantage of this present opportunity for global re-development and
comprehensive corrective action is that we fall back as a species economically, technologically, ecologically
and socially. This described occurrence (a potential cascade of global issues) would be the “best case” we
could hope for if we choose not to take adequate concerted corrective action now. In this described scenario
we would likely see significantly decreased human population in most nations, or in a more extreme worst case
and still quite likely long-term scenario, that we would run the risk of becoming functionally extinct as a species.
The need for action in the present moment is literally this stark, clear and obvious. Retroactive learning, i.e.
learning after the fact from world devastating catastrophes (or learning from the school of hard knocks) no
longer works in a fully interdependent world with ever more limited resources. We no longer have the global
luxury of this level of wasted time, effort and life. Those with doubts of the factuality of these statements need
only look at the current immensely painful and detrimental global dynamics, resultant deaths, developmental
standstill and depressive economic effects of just one of these global issues, the Corona Virus Pandemic
(COVID-19).
“Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change their minds cannot
change anything.”
- George Bernard Shaw
It must be our collective, well thought out and optimally informed power of freewill choice to take effective
corrective collective global action and thus solve our global issues. It always has been our choice and it always
will be. We can all quickly learn to work together and allow ourselves to be intelligently led by our world’s
leaders (whom we require to operate intelligently for the global common good) to species level success, or we
can choose to burn out in confusion, conflict, mistrust, wasted resources and ignorance of our own vast
positive personal and collective potential.
The choices before us are stark and absolute. While some may focus on why this proposed plan won’t work,
why it’s “impossible”, too costly, or on their doubts and fears of attempting this endeavor, the producer of this
plan invites your constructive opinions and contributions as well as suggested modifications. Our only request
is that you consciously recognize and choose to temporarily suspend any natural human tendency and habit to
judge or criticize this proposed organizational process until you have read the whole document and have the
chance to consider this option in its totality. We of the WSS know we can only do this together as a global
community and we are grateful for your attention and consideration of this plan. We openly invite all of your
constructive and supportive inputs and contributions to this ongoing WSS project unfoldment, and we are fully
aware that this document is just the beginning and preamble to this necessary global discussion and optimally
heart centered and compassion guided collaborative effort.
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3.1 Executive Summary:
3.1.1 World Systems Solutions Not-For-Profit Organization
World Systems Solutions™ is a not-for-profit, transdisciplinary organization proposed to create and deliver
complete solutions to the challenges we face as a species and a planetary system now and in the future. This
must be accomplished at all necessary scales and levels, in a globally orchestrated manner, and in the time
and with the resources and technologies we have available. The fundamental problems our world faces are not
merely technological, and technology alone will not save us from ourselves and our detrimental preexisting
social and individual tendencies. Many of the world’s conflicts are generated by separative, competitive and
tribalized human mental and ego identity worldviews and thus are preexisting issues within humans
themselves. Therefore we must effect a profound and collective “sea change” in human species perspective.
The WSS is being designed to address many of these internal and external human, personal and collective,
local and global issues.
The WSS selflessly and transparently serves all of humanity by creating a World Transformation Operating
System to take us from our current dysfunctional and non-sustainable system to a new and long-term
sustainable global paradigm. We must now become consciously self-motivating and willing to learn to
fundamentally and rapidly change as cultures, nations, corporations, individuals and as a species. This
requires practical technological, educational and logistical solutions; it will also simultaneously require
consciousness evolution and orchestrated shifting of priorities and values on the part of collective humanity.
This will not be easy, still it is now immediately necessary and due to our immanently increasing global
pressures and new technological developments it is practically feasible.
“I used to think that top global environmental problems were biodiversity loss, ecosystem
collapse, and climate change. I thought that with 30 years of good science we could address
these problems, but I was wrong. The top environmental problems are selfishness, greed,
and apathy, and to deal with these we need a spiritual and cultural transformation. And we
scientists don’t know how to do that.” -Gus Speth
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This executive summary is intended to offer a foundation of understanding of the vision and mission, guiding
principles and the path to creation of an organizing system of networked systems, which will be capable of
facilitating the development of a dynamic global infrastructure that has the ability to gracefully bring conscious,
constructive, peaceful, healthy change to our world. World Systems Solutions is seeking funding and active
participants to bring this Vision and Mission fully to life. In other words, to “create what was previously
impossible.” There are various groups, organizations and individuals currently working to bring education,
resources and solutions forth to various problems with wonderful intentions. Despite these profoundly positive
and altruistic efforts there still exist vast unresolved gaps in our global support infrastructures and processes of
managing our world. This situation results in our inability, due to being inadequately organized, to effectively,
equitably, and expansively distribute the resources and outputs of these positive efforts which lead to the
dynamics of scarcity. These dynamics of scarcity then perpetuate the fear of not enough for everyone, creating
a species level culture of competition for scarce or key resources, conflict and hoarding of information,
technology and other resources.
As you will learn, our intention is to create a comprehensive architecture that addresses the need to close the
existing gaps between these existing efforts in order to bring them into effective harmony and orchestrated
alignment with each other and to accelerate and maximize their positive global impact in serving the common
good. Never have the time and resources been more abundant and the need so great for us to harness all of
our collective will, creativity and energy to bring to fruition a new way of functioning as a species on our planet.
Your contribution and ingenuity, and good will all have a powerful impact and can bring this vision to fruition.
The proposed organizational model is designed not to compete with or replace any existing organizations or
institutions. Rather it is designed to bring existing organizations and groups of people together in harmonious
networked collaboration, cooperation and teamwork and in all ways necessary to achieve shared and agreed
upon goals and constructive near term results. As such, it will help existing organizations and institutions make
better use of their existing resources, skills and inter-organizational networks than has previously been
feasible. In effect the WSS organizing and human evolution support process will operate in such a way as to
catalytically transform and positively manage change globally without being limited by any preexisting global
dynamics or legacy systems of the world. Therefore the WSS will not operate under the influence of any
individual or group’s special interests or agenda, nor will it be under the influence of their capacity to finance,
support, resource the WSS. The WSS cannot be “bought” by any person, group, organization or nation for any
purpose or reason and not at any price.
While any endeavor of this scope might generate more questions than answers initially, we ask that an
intention be made to open your minds and hearts to this possibility and thereby embrace a new paradigm for
humanity and a new way to restructure, reorganize and rebuild for our collective futures. (i.e. the World
Systems Solutions movement and organization to catalytically shift our global paradigm).

“In order to attain the impossible, one must attempt the absurd.”
-Miguel de Cervantes
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3.2 Vision
The human family is entering a new era of self-empowerment supporting the synthesis of our highest ideals to
fulfill our collective potential. World Systems SolutionsTM achieves this by co-creating through global
collaborative teamwork for a bright, beautiful and sustainable future. Together we educate and facilitate
individuals and organizations to be optimally self-accountable for the influence of their power and choices upon
the world.
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3.3 Mission
It is our committed mission to selflessly, resolutely, accountably and transparently serve humanity by
facilitating all human beings in attaining their highest conscious collective potential. We achieve this in
a manner that is fully socially, economically, technologically and ecologically viable, sustainable and respectful
of the natural world. We operate as a high-performance trans-disciplinary catalytic engine of transformation for
human evolution.
We invite humanity to co-create adaptable, integrated, compassionate and collaborative systems of
consciously managed change. These new systems will in turn guide the future evolution of our species and our
effects on the natural world, which we are necessarily the stewards of.
We proactively facilitate the generation of full spectrum solutions of all kinds to address global problems, on
any scale, in all geographical or cultural venues. We non-competitively collaborate and transparently and
accountably facilitate world nations, corporations, organizations, and individuals to learn, evolve and align with
each other in whatever ways are necessary to co-create a harmonious and functional world change operating
system.
The WSS operates in supportive concert with everyone to efficiently apply all available resources to produce
complete and sustainable resolutions of these defined problems. The WSS organizational system functions as
a central networking hub and educational system for any and all organizations and individuals that choose to
work for the global common good. We accomplish this mission through a dynamic process of faith, hope, love,
unyielding compassion and impeccable integrity.
While we focus on the good of the whole, we fully honor and celebrate the self-sovereignty of all individuals
and their inalienable right to choose and to exercise their full conscious power, discernment and free-will. We
of the WSS are servants of humanity and choose to operate from profound respect for the optimal wellbeing of
all future generations and for the world as a whole.

3.4 WSS Organizing Values, Principles and Goals
•

Bringing the vision and mission of World Systems Solutions to life is driven by clear understanding of
and adherence to the organizing values, principles and goals of both its design and operation. The
WSS is uniquely different than any previously created system in not only its comprehensive nature and
global scale, but its understanding of the fundamental shift in global human consciousness that will be
required to achieve such an endeavor. Facilitating a collaborative environment in which judgement,
fear and competition are removed from the organizing process allows for a level of innovation,
collaboration, and creative advancement of sophisticated ideas and solutions not previously possible.
This essence of the WSS culture, which will be made to be replicable throughout the organizational
network, and trainable to external organizations, is what can take humanity to its next phase of
evolution, one of a thriving communities, sustainable world systems and healthy natural environments.
Valuation of every human-being who interacts with the WSS as equal to all others, no matter their
position in society or socio-economic situation is key to our WSS organizational culture, plan and
process, this endeavor cannot be a “top down”, command and control style process. At the same time it
cannot be a bottom up social revolution. Both paradigms have failed humanity in the past in various
international venues, and to replicate either would only recreate the past. In our intended proposed
process all levels of international societies will be simultaneously engaged, as equals.
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3.4.1 Core Values
The core values at the center of all WSS intentions, developments and interactions are listed here. They
represent a framework that all interactions and decision points must stem from or be guided by, meaning any
endeavor that does not align with these values will necessarily need to be abandoned or transmuted. This
applies to any external organizations, groups or government entities that interact in concert with the WSS, or
that utilize WWS resources or collaborate with the WSS in the creation of any of the outputs that stream forth
from the WSS.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serving the global common good and the equal success of all of humanity, (i.e. both the good of all of
humanity and that of our natural environment).
Love, caring and compassion for all humanity and for our future generations.
Integrity, accountability, truth, honesty and transparency.
Fact based decision-making based on the best integrated transdisciplinary knowledge.
Measurable processes and results, and metrics and data-driven strategies.
Proactive development of a new and higher order and standard of global leadership.
WSS organization’s sovereign independence from all special interests, political parties, nationalistic or
populist agendas or religious influences.
Willfully and intentionally breaking down all diversity barriers, prejudices and socio-economic
inequalities.
United peaceful, effective, and efficient global collaboration and teamwork.
Open global communications.
Open access to resources, technologies, tools and knowledge.
Free higher education to the world.
Continually operating from ever higher and more conscious principles and values, including hope, faith,
optimism and positivity.
Passion for making the world a better place and improving humanity’s situation, health and future.
Reduction of global pain and suffering, and preservation of all forms of life.
Willingness to proactively, consciously and constantly learn, teach, change, transform and evolve.
Absolute commitment to quality assurance in all areas of the WSS process.
Willingness to proactively face all world problems and challenges from a non-judgmental, positive and
creative vantage point and where possible to solve problems before they happen.
WSS solutions development network and tools will not be utilized for destructive or competitive efforts.

3.4.2 Organizing Principles
The organizing principles listed here represent the developed understanding of the necessary components that
must be in place to create an organizational transformation infrastructure that is effective, efficient, expansive
and evolvable. We have established the complexity of the interconnected nature of all large-scale global
issues and as such the solutions must be designed and organized in a way that matches and ultimately
outpaces this rapidly unfolding global dynamic in order to allow humanity to move from a reactive, disorganized
state to a proactive, thriving, and sustainably organized one. Suggested organizing principles in this endeavor
are:
•

•

Transparent and open sharing of highly organized and centrally located and pooled resources,
technology, expertise, transdisciplinary knowledge, information, money and operational capacity
between various for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, institutions and “crowds” that comprise a
collaborative network.
Leveraging of:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global collaboration of networked organizations and institutions and crowd sourced expertise
and resources and collaboration supportive technologies.
o Global bartering of goods, human-hours and expertise.
o Currently unrecognized, underdeveloped and underutilized global human resources, technology
and expertise.
o The now proven, and newly achieved global understanding and consciousness of our complete
international interdependence and our collectively realized unavoidably profound effect on one
another due to recent viral challenges.
o Efficient logistical management and distribution of resources via evolved and proactively and
dynamically adaptive supply chains, technologies and strategies.
o The fusion of transdisciplinary information from all available sources into a central integrated
and cohesive evolvable system of organized and transmittable knowledge.
o Our capacity, due to the existence of the internet to collectively and collaboratively re-organize
the overall processes of our world.
o The networking of remote existing and generated think-tanks, entrepreneurial hubs,
corporations and institutions into a central collaborative hub system and network of platforms.
o Free mass training of software developers, (i.e. generating key software resources for later use
by networked participants).
o Catalytic centralized and distributed organizational and social learning.
o Crowd support and networked organization’s support to produce global solutions.
(Democratization and crowd sourcing of the process of producing global solutions).
o Integration of new and convergent technologies to provide large scale solutions.
o Free global higher education offered in coordination with and in support of positive global
transformation.
o Optimized globally connecting communications and standardized coordination supportive
processes of knowledge transfer in all social and organizational venues.
o Repurposing of existing for-profit and not-for-profit organizations and business models.
o Development of new and more intelligent organizational design and cultural design.
o Our newfound global capacity for all individuals to be dynamically self-organizing as solutions
production groups that operate in an orchestrated fashion with a centralized strategy and
planning system, (i.e. the WSS organizational networked system of systems).
Focusing on the global common good and facilitating the realization that we are all part of one global
community and one mutually interdependent and united humanity.
Coordination, collaboration, crowd sourcing, unity, alignment, integration and teamwork.
Reducing the degrees of constructive global collaborative separation from 6 to 1 through advances in
internet-based technology.
Fostering global cultural education, evolution and healing focus, leading to a catalytic species level
transformation of consciousness.
Gestalt WSS organizational design, operation and exponential evolutionary developmental trajectory.
Rapid evolution of new cultural models that can be taught and transplanted in various social venues
and organizations.
The WSS organizational model which is not based upon traditional tribal dynamics, or preexisting
tribalized social tendencies to be motivated either by human beings only working together when they
have a perceived “common enemy”. (i.e. The WSS culture will be trained to be consistently
transcendent of “Victim / Perpetrator / Rescuer dynamics”, blame and punishment, and fear driven
decision-making, blame, judgmental-ness and associated social conflict dynamics, competitiveness,
and the corrosive and corrupting influences of ego-centric special interests.
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3.4.3 Goals
The result of the application of the WSS organizing and guiding values, principles and developmental
plans will constitute and generate:
• The creation of a complete, functional and practical species level mechanism of sustained unifying
vision, system, plan and process. In addition, the WSS will function as a species level developmental
and evolutionary guidance system for all of humanity to freely share and participate in the development
of, which will help us all to work in concert to support humanity's next global developmental steps. This
constantly evolving guidance system will support standardized global education and conscious
discernment for the evolution of the species.
•
A literal catalytic adaptive engine and developmental support crucible for the augmented and rapid
evolution of global human consciousness. A functional and complete “Ark of human consciousness
evolution” or a species level transformational vehicle, designed to transport humanity and its current
legacy systems of global management, commerce, education and governance from the present nonsustainable global systems status quo “Point A” to a healthy future, “Point B”.
• An internationally available, apolitical, organizationally and religiously neutral and consistently
facilitatively mediated collaboration and solutions development and delivery platform, designed
specifically to support and catalyze intelligent global collective change efforts, even where it has not
been possible in the past to do so. This global and fully scalable solutions generation and delivery
engine and system of solutions generating systems, along with a logistical support solutions delivery
system and a solutions support bartering system and integrated resource and skill-set database.
• A complete Global Transformational Strategy Development and Managed Evolutionary Operating
System, that has a constantly Self-upgrading Support Infrastructure that will support the vitally needed
gestational process of the production of a new and functional coordinative technological support
infrastructure for the ongoing development of all societies.
• A centralized and distributed reservoir and repository of necessary distributable resources of all kinds,
including constantly evolving integrated, refined and sophisticated transdisciplinary knowledge and
information that is both accessible and free to all.
• An efficient, effective, evolvable and democratic platform, forum and communications support system
for the attainment of:
o A global collective learning environment, with access to reliable, integrous and factual
information, and for open discussion and transparent dialoging.
o Peaceful, constructive, and where appropriate, moderated and facilitated reconciliation,
negotiation and ongoing evolving re-negotiation of diverse or even polarized perspectives,
values, philosophies and beliefs. In other words, a process of ongoing social developmental
healing.
o Intelligent and informed alignment and formulation of collective intention and a comprehensive
support system for the process of collective and informed democratic intention setting, decision
making and implementation.
o The evolution of informed collective understanding and wise decision-making at all levels of all
global societies with the capacity to manage ongoing and evolving dynamics of collective
agreement setting and action taking. (i.e. Only through constructively arriving at shared healthy
agreements, that are then managed and adhered to, can we effectively work together in an
aligned, united, peaceful, efficient and effective way).
o A complete mechanism of, and support system for, collective, aligned, coordinated and focused
constructive positive and optimally resourced action by all factions and levels of global societies
for the betterment of and service to humanity and our planet. This mechanism will collapse the
current 6 degrees of separation to 1 and at the same time collapse the vertical barriers to
optimized global collaboration globally in the same way.
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•

The collective orchestrated re-organization of the global process of humanity and repurposing of
existing organizational and institutional systems necessary to support this evolutionary process.

The proposed WSS process and dynamic is intended to be, and will remain, a literal gift to the world’s
peoples that can only be fully manifest if the sovereign and optimally informed free-will process of
humanity chooses for it to be so. Meaning that this WSS organizational unfoldment must occur via and
as a result of humanity’s freewill choices. If humanity chooses otherwise then that will be their choice
and we of the WSS will respect and bless this choice, we simply want to optimally support and inform
humanity’s process in all ways possible and to illustrate our world’s current collective opportunity and
the need for this vast, bold and inspiring proposed organizational development. The WSS is only
making the case here for proactive unified positive global transformation.

“We delight in the beauty of the butterfly, but rarely admit the changes it has gone through to
achieve that beauty.” – Maya Angelou

3.5 Inter and Intraorganizational Culture and Collaboration Building
Process
The intersection and output of these goals and principles is the creation of an organizational culture and global
collaboration building process that is defined and can be modeled to be replicated in other organizations,
institutions and multi-level interactions throughout global societies. It is what enables the World Systems
Solutions “system of networked systems”, philosophy and movement to become a scalable and sustainable
dynamic in our world.
The support of new technologies, transdisciplinary knowledge and this online
collaborative culture all create and support transnational global transformation, healing and evolution. As such
the necessary initial step is to create a WSS internal organizational “culture model” that simultaneously
develops a distributed global culture of networked individuals, groups, organizations and nations, that all can
participate in. The ability to have a global culture that educates, informs, guides, feeds and evolves itself (and
all that are participative in it) reflectively is a necessary major international development in order to be able to
generate a robust global support mechanism capable of shifting the planet in to healthier and more
sustainable directions.
The WSS global network which creates this venue is not bound by any walls or existing infrastructure, tribal
dynamics, special interests, political agendas, competitive tendencies or physical territory that would limit its
scope or development. It cannot be approached or viewed in any way that would naturally put it in competition
for resources of any kind or turn it in to a for-profit endeavor that would exploit its capabilities for any purpose
not aligned with the WSS mission and vision.
This WSS networked cultural development has at its foundation an intention to build and maintain a
functionally complete, standardized and integrated global transformation supportive collaboration
platform. This platform will be based in its totality on peaceful, constructive cooperation and healthy world
transformation with supportive governance, agreements in full alignment with the values and principles laid out
previously. This platform will be a hybrid model, (i.e. It will be available online to the world. It will have a “brick
and mortar” organizational core and full time staff and will be, both centralized and distributed in its operational
structure and process). This platform will provide a safe and supportive space to optimally support human
creativity, ingenuity and solutions development worldwide. A new paradigm of evolved standardized educable
certified quality leadership, that is functionally capable of management of this WSS endeavor, and which is
paramount to its success, will be developed and scalably applied in the world by the WSS process.
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It's important to understand that this suggested endeavor is not based on the will of the few being projected or
forced onto the many, nor is it a process of the “haves” determining the futures of the “have nots”. This
unfolding global process of social, economic, political and cultural evolution, driven by the complex problems
we all face, and most of which are of our own making, will require us all to learn and to evolve global change
management skills and capacities, and to adapt and evolve our processes of social and economic governance
on a scale and at a pace never before achieved or even envisioned by earlier generations. To achieve these
goals, it is required that we invite and support the involvement and good will of individuals, groups, institutions,
organizations and governments to come together in unified action for the preservation and benefit of all of
humanity and of our natural environment.

3.6 Proposed WSS Organizational Concept
The proposed WSS organization encompasses 17 integrated and interrelated core operational
capabilities. These capabilities, listed below and which are expanded on in greater detail later in this
document, represent the proposed design, mechanism and system of Global Human Consciousness Evolution
Acceleration via Facilitated, Guided, Mediated and Coordinated Healthy Global Collaboration.
This proposed WSS platform will give individuals and large national and international groups of people, and
networked organizations a unifying developmental forum for collaborative discussion and full access to the
resources and online tools that are necessary for rapid global solutions creation and deployment and to effect
comprehensive global transformation. This platform brings together all of the necessary technologies required
to align, coordinate and focus humanity’s democratic energy, knowledge, expertise, power and human
potential so that their voices and their collective wills can effectively and directly heal and evolve our current
social systems, our natural eco-systems and our global systems of governance in order to rapidly meet current
and future world needs of all kinds. This proposed networked system of systems democratizes and catalyzes
world transformation and solutions generation.

3.6.1 WSS Phase 1 Organization: Global Species Level Transformation Platform Capabilities
1. WSS global transformation & evolution support culture and development paradigm
2. A literally new & complete universal human language & lexicon of global transformation
3. Open & crowd sourced solutions development & delivery hub:
a. Also operates as a convergent technology concentration & integration center
b. Develops culturally and organizationally harmonious ergonomic solutions
4. Software development hub, software coding training center & developed coder resource pool & global
bartering System:
a. Interactive bartering platform
b. WSS internal blockchain based currency system
c. Bartering & expert hours tracking & accounting system
5. WSS Global University & Complete Online Education System:
a. Includes new leadership development paradigms & mentoring programs
b. Transdisciplinary research & development hub
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c. Transdisciplinary knowledge reservoir and convergent ideas reservoir
d. WSS consulting services to external organizations
6. Inter and Intra-organization collaboration, coordination & networking hub & systems:
o Includes the WSS intra and inter-organizational networked change management & quality
assurance system
o WSS intra and inter-organizational networked change management & quality assurance system
7. Financial reception & coordinative distribution hub
8. Entrepreneurial incubator & entrepreneurial network & hub incubator
9. Logistical & operations support system(s) (resource reception & distribution)
10. Think-Tank Team Network & Development Process:
a. Core transdisciplinary think-tank team(s)
b. Think-tank team environment & developmental support crucibles
c. Additional think-tank team generator & incubator
d. Design & generation of a coordinative mechanism for external coordinated group think-tank
collaboration
e. Transdisciplinary information integration point
11. WSS Convergent Technologies Concentrator and Integrator
12. Network Point for Updating & Repurposing of Existing Organizations & Organizational Models
13. WSS International & Inter-Organizational Orchestrated Evolution Management
14. Global Collaboration & Coordination Communication System:
a. Inter & intra organizational global communications system
b. Global communications external interfaces
c. Coordinated collaborative effort development & management
d. Creative expression collaboration & inspiration system to support the WSS global movement
e. Giving large national and international groups of people a developmentally unifying forum for
collaborative discussion, and a way for their voices to finally be heard and the power of their
wills to be directly affected in the world
f. A support system to the process of global re-organization around sustainable principles &
values & collective planning
g. Centralized solutions implementation democratic voting system (blockchain based)
h. Centralized global problems / issues reporting, monitoring & analysis system
i. Global statistics monitoring, integration, analysis & reporting mechanism
j. Social Movement Engine and Associated Technology Infrastructure
15. WSS Governance, Constitution & Operational & Coordinative Agreement Management Systems,
including a Global Strategy Development & Planning Engine, that is Supportive of Transformation of
Global Political & Economic Systems
16. WSS Healing Systems & Healing School (For individuals, organizations, societies and world systems)
17. Global Transformation Operating System Software, support infrastructure(s) and platform(s) (i.e.
evolutionary vehicle of global transformation for humanity)

Crowd Sourced and Open Sourced
The WSS is designed to be an international crowd sourced, open source and donation funded global solutions
development and implementation system or “solutions generator and engine”. It is also a high-performance
engine of globally scalable human consciousness evolution. The WSS organization is a hybrid organizational
design that directly manifests in real world terms the contributed positive ideas and efforts of those participating
in its operation. It is specifically designed to be able to bring together, make optimal use of, synergize, organize
and catalyze the ideas, knowledge inputs, skills, resources and interactions of existing national and
international corporate organizations, government institutions, emerging and converging technologies and
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positive human group intentions. The WSS will accomplish this in ways that existing legacy governmental
institutions, corporations, free-market forces and product/solution development mechanisms are neither
fundamentally designed nor motivated to do.
“It is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a profoundly sick society.”
-Jiddu Krishnamurti
The WSS organization is designed to bring people, resources, institutions, organizations, information and
technology together, efficiently and effectively, and for the common good, and to then design ways of
organizing their efforts into practical, workable, cost-effective, functional and implementable solutions
architectures. This defined and ever evolving conscious realization of the “common good” can also include
rapid evolution of the infrastructures and lifecycles of various types of disaster relief, including systems
designed to prevent disasters, before they even develop.

3.6.2 Guided by a Global Optimized Think-Tank Team
The WSS Phase 1 organization is guided in its day-today operation by a “Core Think-Tank Team” (CTTT),
made up of persons with the required expertise
necessary to understand and develop solutions to
complex world problems. The core think-tank team
functions in a constant learning and optimized transdisciplinary team development mode. This core group
is surrounded by concentric circles of support,
development and implementation teams that comprise
an implementation and “Coordinative Management
Group Structure” (CMGS), necessary to continually
and efficiently operationalize the core team’s
directives. The CMGS can then coordinate with other
developed local and non-local sub-think-tank team
structures as needed.
In order for the WSS organization to accomplish its mission most directly it is designed to be capable of
internally defining previously undefined and/or unsolvable problems in new ways, due to its direct and
transdisciplinary access and utilization of higher technologies and knowledge resources and its ability to rapidly
integrate them into solution architectures. This process of defining and solving problems will be supported by
crowd contributed information and expertise, and this process then drives the rapid prototyping of solutions to
those problems via other downline functions and mechanisms of the WSS organization. The WSS organization
then collaborates and communicates with, leverages and “weaves together and aligns” the efforts and
resources of (i.e. organizes and coordinates) other existing external institutions, organizations, contractors,
non-profits, charities, “crowds”, affiliated groups, capabilities, technologies, solution components, skill sets and
knowledgebases. Thereby dynamically shaping them into the complex intelligent coordinated groups and
solutions architectures necessary to solve otherwise previously unsolvable local and global problems.
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3.6.3 Dynamically Evolving World Information Processor
Each of these generated solutions architectures has a defined and limited lifecycle of usability and applicability,
and after its “retirement” the information derived from its process of development and application will be
harvested and thus remains usable for future needed solutions architectures. In essence the WSS organization
is a next generation high performance dynamically evolving centralized and distributed world information
processor, and integrator of newly developed technologies, concepts, raw data, and understandings of global
environmental factors which is designed to be “user friendly” and consistently evolvable and updatable, i.e. “A
World Transformation Operating System” (WTOS) for humanity. From this mixture of developed capabilities
and resources, the WSS then produces optimally efficient, pure and functional solutions to world problems. It
also continually produces more of the refined knowledge, information and insight necessary to make wise
decisions that can guide and evolve our world as a more efficiently coordinated “holistic system”. The WSS’s
systems will be based upon a non-partisan, non-nationalistic, conscious and intelligently designed foundation
of constantly evolving and fact-based reason and high-quality information.
Below is a diagram that describes the operational overview of the proposed WSS Phase 1 organization,
including showing ongoing collaborative interactions between the core WSS organization functions and those
of numerous networked external affiliate groups, organizations and institutions. This view describes the big
picture information and resource flows into the WSS and then how they flow back out to the surrounding
environment. The WSS organization is constantly receiving information and resources, organizing them via
transdisciplinary expertise and solutions algorithms and then “pumping them back out” to the world as refined
and tested solutions to problems, organized knowledge, educational materials, optimally organized resources
and adaptable and proactively adaptive resource and solutions supply chains necessary for the facilitation of
global collaborative efforts. In simple terms it operates as a centralized and synchronized “pumping heart” for
any type of needed resources, solutions and capabilities, and for distribution of the resources and capabilities
of affiliated organizations.
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The WSS organizational model and set of organizing principles is designed to bring existing organizations and
groups of people together in harmonious collaboration, cooperation and teamwork and in all ways necessary to
achieve shared and agreed upon goals and constructive results. This organizational model is also designed to
help existing organizations and institutions make better use of their existing resources, skills and interorganizational networks than has previously been feasible. In effect the WSS organizing and human evolution
support process is designed to operate in such a way as to catalytically transform the world and positively
manage change in the world without being limited by any preexisting global dynamics or legacy systems of the
world.

3.6.4 The Application of Ergonomics:
In the process of developing and implementing large scale and global solutions, that can then be successfully
and harmoniously implemented in various social and organizational venues, the application of the evolving
science of social, cultural, organizational and technological ergonomics is essential. Ergonomics are defined
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here as: “The science of refining the design of products, services, algorithms and solutions to optimize them for
human use, in tailored ways, in specified social, cultural and organizational venues”. This means that creating
ergonomically sound and harmonious solutions that operate at the level of organizations and even at societal,
national and international levels is a foundational requirement for successful solutions implementation to meet
current and future world needs. This optimized and transformation supportive ergonomics focus and discipline
is key to successfully communicating the value propositions to those receiving these produced solutions,
generating positive solution reception, and to smooth and empower the process of making the case for
foundational change in various global venues with the least problems. Meaning it is best to produce solutions
that people can relate to, appreciate and comfortably work with.
Discerningly tailoring these developed solutions to their associated unique organizational cultures and social
venues will facilitate and ensure their effectiveness. At the same time this ergonomic expertise will support the
generation and ongoing operation of the fully and compatible and functional network of organizations that will
work together to produce these solutions. The WSS’s mission is therefore also to help existing nations,
organizations and institutions to transcend previously limiting and ecologically and socially toxifying dynamics
of ruthless competition, populism, tribalism and nationalism, and to effect these shifts in prior tendencies faster
and more gracefully than has previously been possible and before these detrimental dynamics can further
damage our world environments or our societies. Consultants and ambassadors trained by and representing
the WSS will facilitate the accomplishments of these goals.
Although the WSS will be open to utilizing any previously existing organizational model from any venue as
input to its original design and ongoing function, the resultant WSS Phase 1 organizational model will
constitute a wholly new organizational and cultural paradigm. The Phase 1 WSS organization will be a unique
and innovative hybrid design, and once established, will become self-informing, evolving and expanding into
ever more proactive means of creation of optimal ways of functioning for the good of the planet. As these
developments continue, more affiliated or networked organizations and institutions can become participative
and can act as both recipients and participants in the WSS developmental process and in so doing continue to
contribute to the evolution of the WSS model. These participants can include individuals, international
corporations, research institutions and governments. As both individuals and organizations learn to operate in
ever more conscious ways, the expansion of the solution generation process, global education and ability to
operate in ever more harmonious ways with the natural world, and from there the seemingly impossible task of
unified action, becomes the new normal.

3.6.5 A Hybrid Design Operating Model
This proposed WSS operating model will be a hybrid design of constantly resynchronizing centralized and
distributed organizational components that are networked together, and which constitute the ability to
constructively process and integrate vast amounts of organized transdisciplinary information in and across the
networked affiliated organizations simultaneously. This defined system of networked systems will concentrate
the flows of developed knowledge and information into the organizational core of the WSS for synthesis,
integration and centralized transdisciplinary learning, while supporting distributed global solutions
development, coordinated resource distribution and distributed education to the world. All technologies and
software necessary to support this dynamic will either be developed, contributed or purchased and evolved as
the WSS organization evolves.
For organizations that are interested in this capability and service, the WSS organization will also be designed
to facilitate the redefinition, reorganization, repurposing and evolution of existing for-profit and not-for-profit
corporations, governmental and educational institutions and world systems of all kinds in new and ever more
efficient, effective and intelligent directions for the good of all of humanity. It is simply a fact that any
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organizational system design that is less robust, technically sophisticated, integrative or large-scale
collaboration facilitative than the proposed WSS design will be unable to help resolve the issues the world
faces now, and that we will face as nations in the future. The current world systems (governments and
institutions) that manage the world at this time are too fragmented, conflicted and non-aligned in ways
necessary to squarely and effectively face and comprehensively resolve our global challenges in the time and
with the resources available to us.
The function of the WSS organization is to consistently access, align, network with and weave together,
catalyze the efforts of, and act as a literal highway for all of the large scale and complex collaborative and
highly coordinated global initiatives and resources that are required to resolve the complex problems the world
currently faces.

3.7 Path to Creation and Resources needed:
Our hope at this point is that we have provided the deepening understanding of the global problems at hand
and the motivation to serve and be part of wholistic solutions. This has already led to the creation of the WSS
Vision and Mission by a dedicated launch team and the case and concept for a new global paradigm and
operating system has been made. The practical steps in the creation of the organization are securing ample
funding and expertise to effectively launch the WSS to the world and bringing together an expert Core Design
Team and its support organization. The Core Design Team will design and create the complete blueprint for the
Phase 1 organization as laid out in detail in the next sections of this document for those interested in diving
deeper.

3.7.1 WSS Organizational Startup Process, Startup Group and Initial Launch Team
This document is only a referential starting point for the proposed long-term WSS organizational mission,
vision, structure, functionality and concepts. It is in effect a “living document”, specifically designed to be
substantially modified and added to and to thereby grow and evolve as the understandings necessary to fully
manifest the WSS organization in our world develop, and as required resources and expertise become
available. In order to create this baseline document along with its proposed strategies and plans it has been
necessary for a group of people (The WSS Launch Team) to come together to create, architect and
communicate the WSS organization’s “Higher Order Strategic Themes” and basic required organizational
functionality, capabilities and proposed arc of development. This group is also forming the initial basic not-forprofit legal incorporation of the WSS and its bylaws in order to create a reception point for developmental
resources of all kinds.
The WSS Launch Team has mapped its vision of the WSS organizational parameters and requirements
throughout all areas and levels of the proposed WSS organization’s operations, functions, technology and
cultural process to create this strategic development document, which you are now reading. In so doing, the
initial organizational design group has done their best to provide and to ensure clearly defined and
communicated:
• organizational mission, vision, goals, values and principles
• organizational operational functionality, efficiency and effectiveness
• strategies to achieve a rapidly evolving ongoing high-performance WSS organizational model
• completeness, simplicity, coherence and elegance of the overall WSS organizational design
• functional understanding of all factors necessary to bring the WSS into full manifestation
For these purposes the Launch Team has done their best to define and list key and core organizational
functionality and competencies that must be in place for the WSS Core Design Team Phase, and also for the
longer-term successful inception of the next WSS Phase 1 organization to occur. The Launch Team is at this
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time continuing to lay out the initial basic WSS organization’s foundational multi-phased structural design and
resource requirements and personnel requirements, and also planning the basics of its future expansion and
goals.
A WSS “Organizational Startup Group” (OSG) will be formed in the near future which will bring together and
organize whatever resources are necessary (people, knowledge, expertise, resources and monies) to generate
the Core Design Team phase of the WSS. The proposed Startup Group staffing parameters are contained in
the list below. The WSS Core Design Team phase organization will, with the support and participation of the
Startup Group, over the course of 1 year, “spec out”, design, architect and then build, form and implement the
complete WSS Phase 1 not-for-profit corporate entity.
The process of bringing together the initial elements of the Core Design Team phase of the WSS organization
and creating the executive management team to guide its ongoing function will likely require this Launch Team
to access and draw upon many sources of funding, any existing organizational or corporate business model(s),
world class expertise from any nation, existing advanced technologies, and existing solution architectures. It is
important in this initial developmental process not to waste time or precious resources reinventing the wheel in
any regard, and at the same time it is necessary to ensure that the WSS Core Design Team phase of
organizational development does not fall into traditional organizational structural and operational design
parameters and cultural developmental dynamics that are not aligned with its long-term mission. The
Organizational Startup Group will work together with the Launch Team to manifest the Core Design Team
phase of the WSS. Part of their initial process can be to map any current global resistances to or
misunderstanding of the positive nature and need for this species wide development.
“As the twig is bent, so grows the tree”
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•

A trustworthy and integrous network of highly placed “societal leaders”, concerned philanthropists,
social influencers, relevant thought leaders, and well-meaning members of various nations’ societies
who have already achieved greatness, success or prominence in one or more fields or who have held
positions of international power and influence. This group can, operating as a tight-knit team, be
brought together as an initial decision-making and guidance body for helping to strategize, fund and
resource the WSS organizational development. This can occur based upon these leader’s realized
need for the WSS process and for near-term collective action to occur on a global scale. This leader’s
network can choose to efficaciously access, bring together and efficiently coordinate and apply required
financial and technological resources and world class transdisciplinary expertise from around the globe.
These dynamics will all unfold in tandem with the WSS Social Movement and the WSS Core Design
Team Phase. The network of leaders, while crucial to the organization’s evolving dynamic, will neither
define, form or lead the WSS organizational developmental process. Their role will be key to funding,
supporting and resourcing its development, not in fundamentally shaping or directing its development.
The WSS organization will naturally and sovereignly evolve its internal culture to operate in whatever
manner is necessary to fulfill the needs of all levels of the world’s international societies simultaneously,
and will by necessity be equally contributed to, developed by, influenced by, and participated in by all
levels of humankind. As previously stated, valuation of every human-being who interacts with the WSS
as equal to all others, no matter their position in society or socio-economic situation is key to the WSS
organizational culture, social movement, plan and process. This endeavor cannot be a traditional “top
down”, command and control style process. At the same time it cannot be a bottom up social revolution.
Both paradigms have failed humanity in the past in various international venues, and to replicate either
would only be to recreate the limitations of the past. In our intended proposed process all levels of
international societies will be simultaneously engaged, as equals and will contribute equally to the
evolution and transformation of our shared world. By necessity this must be a highly inclusive, creative,
flexible and organic process.
This network of leaders can include world class performance artists of all types, who choose to support
the WSS process, and who work together with aligned intentions to spread the message, communicate
the need for global change and garner collective support for it and understanding of it. This combined
and in tandem strategic process of unfoldment for the 1 year development window of the Core Design
Team Phase will generate a larger global social collaboration support movement and also foster the
simultaneous creation and growth of the international grass roots WSS movement. All three strategic
pillars must develop in balance with the others and at the same time.
This global social movement requires an integrated, coordinated and simultaneous multi-level approach
to bring about unification and orchestrated aligned action at the various strata of global societies. It will
therefore initially involve high-level operational components and coordinated developments between
the various social networks of the group of leaders. Simultaneously it will require contributions from
various existing international corporations, institutions and organizations. It will also include parallel
global social movement grassroots developments and support components, which must literally and
consistently and directly involve all socio-economic levels of humanity. It will include the most powerful
and wealthy to the metaphorical “person on the street”, in order to bring on-line everyone’s meaningful
and constructive contributions and support. World transformational dynamics must benefit from
consistent input from all levels of international society. These collaboration support infrastructures are
required because humanity must now change fundamentally if we want to successfully navigate the
next step in our species evolution.
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The WSS global social movement consists of a profound and comprehensive shift in human cultures,
mindsets and even of day-to-day national and international social process at a foundational level. This
movement is apolitical and globally inclusive. Certainly this social movement is designed to inspire and
motivate global humanity to work together to generate deep positive social change in all areas of
human existence, behavior and decision-making. That said, it is far more about all of us
compassionately and collaboratively helping each other to harmoniously learn how to live and change
in concert as a global community, and how to live as more completely conscious human beings than
has ever before been the case in our collective history. Technology can facilitate and support this
evolution of consciousness, still we must all willfully choose this change in our hearts and minds,
otherwise it will not be grounded into all levels of global society and into individual’s emotional systems
and thereby sustainably take root for our collective good. This comprehensive transformation of
consciousness will require us to come together in common vision, intention, quality of understanding
and resultant action. We must first choose to change ourselves before we can take any truly lasting
healthy and constructive actions to change our world, since in order for these changes to have their
profoundly needed effect they must come from a wholly new vantage point of attained conscious love
and wisdom. From this newly arrived at point of view we can all choose to far more wisely understand
how to work together to best change our world, and how to solve global problems. Then, as a natural
unfoldment, we will reestablish a harmonious relationship with our natural world. This is the true nature
and process of evolving and transforming to operate as balanced, harmonious, equitable, empowered
and healthy global community. What is needed now is not a new or healthier form of tribalism, or social
identity dynamic, it is the transcendence of all prior forms of tribalized community, and the attainment of
conscious culture and truly healthy global community.
This overall orchestrated process of humanity coming together to solve its collective problems and to
define its positive collective destiny will in turn support the ongoing development of all real world facets
of the WSS organization and process. It is therefore vital to communicate at least the basic relevant
understandings of the WSS process, to all levels of the world’s societies, through various media
channels, including artistic mediums. Through attained understanding of the vital need in our time to
accomplish our collective goals various groups and levels of humanity will become motivated to learn to
seamlessly work together, and learn to mend the gaps of perspective, values and illicit healing and
consensus building collaborative communication between them. Seamless vertical collaborative and
operational integration, and collaborative horizontal integration at the various strata of societies are now
required for optimal successful global results. These varied integrated groups will then collaboratively
work with the WSS Launch Team to manifest the Core Design Team phase and later the WSS Phase 1
organization and its ongoing developmental processes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge and subject matter experts, consultants and consulting organizations (paid & unpaid).
Fundraising individuals and groups, benefactors, accomplished performance artists and philanthropists.
Networkers, connectors, thought leaders, ambassadors and representatives.
Graphics designers and artists.
Software systems and hardware infrastructure experts, designers, programmers and architects.
All potential required initial Core Design Team phase participants and employees (see detail of required
personnel later in this document).
Organizational developmental participants & facilitators (paid & unpaid).
Entrepreneurial participants that develop models, products, processes, services & software.
Crowd sourced and individual contributors of all kinds.
Defined external organizations and contractors that the WSS will interact with and partner with in its
developmental stages.
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3.7.2 Core Design Team Development
The Core Design Team will be a group of transdisciplinary contributors and a designated surrounding support
team infrastructure that will learn and evolve the Phase 1 organization into its required functional capacity. This
team will become the prototype of the culture of the organization and will be consciously developed and
evolved allowing the WSS to operate as a living system of real time rapid learning and proactive and
preemptive adaptation to global change and via access to new insights, technologies and knowledgebases as
they emerge. The design team will embody the core values and organizing principles mentioned above and
operate in a non-hierarchical, self-managing dynamic such as exist in newer organizational models of
Holacracy or of Chaordic designs, which are successfully used in many organizations today. See the next
section for a detailed list of roles and functions.

3.7.3 Initial Funding
The funding required for creating and operationalize this design team for WSS Phase 1 development is
estimated to be less than U.S. $30 to $40 Million. This quality of funding would support the necessary
recruiting, hiring, salaries, technology and communication infrastructures, and support resources. The
expected time frame of a fully funded, dedicated team to produce the initial WSS infrastructure design is 1
year. At this time the Phase 1 implementation could occur allowing for a broad interaction of individuals,
organizations, and institutions to utilize and contribute. If more money were available than budgeted for then
the timeline for organizational development would be accelerated considerably.
Funding can be received and routed via the World Systems Solutions non-profit organization and those with
connections to or interest and experience in any of the team roles are encouraged to engage with our launch
team directly for further discussion and explanation of any of the proposed concepts and plan.
For more information please see our website www.wssnow.org or contact us directly via email at
info@wssnow.org. (This website is currently under construction and will be available for traffic by April
19th, 2020). For near-term communications you can reach us via email at intentions@wssnow.org.
The proposed WSS organization’s purpose for existing is to best and comprehensively serve the needs of
humanity and the needs of the natural world which humanity fully depends upon for its survival; therefore, any
profit that is produced in this endeavor will continue to be applied for this purpose. The proposed organizational
design is purposely robust, general and broad scope in its design, functionality and capacity so that it can
intelligently and purposefully evolve and reorganize itself as world needs, dynamics and challenges change in
order to optimally serve all of humanity and the entire planet.

3.8 WSS Global Transformation System Summary:
Below is an overview diagram that shows many of the main components and capacities of the proposed WSS
Phase 1 organizational model. This WSS global systems reorganizing paradigm is required at this time and is
completely technologically and resource availability feasible. As it develops it will constitute a complete and
fully evolvable mechanism for global development and transformation from our current non-sustainable and
conflicted Point “A” to a new mode of human life that is far more workable, efficient and sustainable, (i.e. a new
Point “B”).
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The proposed WSS system of networked systems is designed to facilitate an ongoing, managed and healthy
cycle of global developmental evolution and transformation, including comprehensive education leading to
transformation of human consciousness on a global scale. The proposed Core Design Team process by which
this initial Phase 1 organizational structure will be designed and implemented along with detail into each of the
WSS Core Capabilities are laid out in the rest of this document. These steps are all required in order to
generate a resultant WSS organizational model robust enough to be capable of supporting global
transformational cycles that then support species level evolutions, in all of their aspects, dimensions and
timelines. The time is now and your support and contributions to any parts of this process is impactful. We
hope to inspire you to dig deeper and to contact us for further understanding of how to create transformational
change in order to thrive as a species.

4.1 WSS Core Design Team Leading to the WSS Phase 1 Development
Process
In order for the WSS Phase 1 organization to be fully and efficiently designed, developed and implemented it
must first be fully specified and architected by a team of transdisciplinary experts who are carefully selected to
have the requisite skills necessary to define the Phase 1 organizational model, structure, processes,
operational capabilities, technology base and infrastructure, basic functions and most key, its organizational
culture.
The Core Design Team phase of the overall WSS development will define the blueprint and fully architect the
proposed WSS Phase 1 organizational model and its path to full implementation. This basic required Core
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Design Team and its surrounding supportive organizational structure, staff, technology, culture and processes
is defined below. Its basic initial proposed organizational design is one of concentric circles of expert personnel
and support technologies. This design supports optimal communication, flexible organizational evolution, rapid
prototyping and design efforts, rapid organizational learning and efficient change management. All of these
capabilities are key organizational success elements.

4.2 Core Design Team Culture
Central to this initial Design Team phase of the WSS organization is the conscious and intelligent development
and ongoing rapid evolution of its culture. This initial organizational cultural model will later constitute the
foundation of the future Phase 1 organization. All ongoing processes of the Core Design Team efforts will be
constantly video recorded, reviewed, synthesized, learned from and later utilized as reference information for
ongoing evolution of the Core Design Team process itself. They will also inform the future definition of the Core
Think-Tank Team of the Phase 1 WSS organization. This is a constant process of “the present organization
reflecting upon and learning from all of its previous developmental steps and utilizing this distilled information
and knowledge to guide the evolution of the organizational culture.” These Core Design Team members will be
constantly facilitated in order to optimally leverage and operationalize their expertise and teamwork within the
context of the transdisciplinary team dynamic in order to achieve optimal results. The same process will be
applied to the Phase1 Think-Tank Team culture building process.
Note to readers: See various internet sources for information on successful high complexity large scale transdisciplinary efforts and research such as the development of the ITER (International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor) project located in France: https://www.iter.org/
Also see the following UNESCO trans-disciplinary research document link: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/
48223/pf0000114694
The organizational culture models and learnings that arise from this WSS process will later be made available
to external organizations and think-tanks in order to facilitate their catalytic evolution and the achieved capacity
to work in collaborative harmony with the WSS Phase 1 organization for the common global good.

4.3 Core Design Team Technology Support and Development
The Core Design Team phase of the overall WSS development will support the architecting, definition,
prototyping, development and testing of all required Phase 1 organizational software, technology and
infrastructure elements. There will be ongoing expert Information Technology (I.T.) support to all dimensions of
the Core Design Team phase of the process, including CAD modeling, software specification, software
prototyping, organizational modeling, developmental scenario design, etc. That said, it is feasible for most of
the required software specifications for the Phase 1 organization to be developed and tested and readied for
Phase 1 implementation in parallel to the rest of the Core Design Team process. This would compress the
timeline of the development curve for the Phase 1 implementation considerably and bring it to fruition far faster
than waiting to develop its software platform suite.
This development will be feasible since the Core Design Team and its associated organizational process will
constantly be providing precise specifications as to the Phase 1 software requirements throughout the 1-year
Core Design Team development phase. This parallel “front loading” of the Phase 1 software development
process will also give the Core Design Team the opportunity to “functionally test drive” the developed software,
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in real time, in order to determine that they all meet required specifications, organizational throughput
capacities, functional capabilities and operational, logistical, educational and communications requirements.

4.4 Concentric Circle Model and Core Design Team Roles:
The defined skill sets, and areas of expertise listed below are designed to give the Core Design Team
organization the highest probability of success in defining the Phase 1 organizational model, in the shortest
timeframe, with the least required staff and at the lowest cost. Success in this initial developmental phase will
then translate to drastically lower Phase 1 implementation costs and much nearer successful developmental
time horizons. (i.e. Effective low-cost global solutions will be generated sooner).
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The organizational capabilities descriptions below define the proposed 4 concentric circles of organizational
function associated with the Core Design Team phase of the WSS organizational development. These four
circles will provide ongoing support, maintenance and research information to the Core Design Team element
of the organization, located in the center. This design is flexible, maintainable, efficient and effective and must
remain so for the entire lifecycle of the Core Design Team phase of development. This organizational design
will allow this organization to constantly “creatively morph” in whatever ways it must in order to fulfill its target
goals. The center circle of Design Team members must literally be “insulated” from any disruptive external
influences from the surrounding world environment for up to 1 year in order to give them the safe creative
support space, the support systems, resources, technologies, developmental information, time and literal
capacity to absolutely focus without interruption of any kind on the design of the Phase 1 organizational model.
This rapid prototyping and creative design phase will result in a carefully managed, “high pressure”
development environment for all participants. These pressures must be carefully managed and regulated in
order to maximize creative coherent output and simultaneously not to “burn out” the participants. The ongoing
managed evolution of this high-performance transdisciplinary team is paramount to its success. This resulting
organizational dynamic is totally feasible to effect. Metaphorically speaking, the function of the Core Design
Team phase of development will require mindful care and intelligently designed support processes, and access
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to continual internal systemic feedback to hold it all together consistently. It must literally and functionally
operate as a living system. Its level of ongoing complexity is not dissimilar, in general concept, to the various
support and management systems necessary for the initial design, launch and ongoing operation of a long
duration manned mission to space. In this metaphor the management and maintenance of the utilized
technologies and the wellbeing of the flight crew will be all important.
This degree of constantly intelligently managed hyper-complexity is precisely what it takes to solve future world
problems and to design the plans, developmental paths and solutions technologies for future humanity that are
required for global species level sustainability. The skill-sets listed below do not constitute the entirety of all
possible necessary project resources, they represent a baseline listing of currently known and thus proposed
capabilities and expertise that we will add to as the need is realized, based upon contributed knowledge from
all external sources in the course of the unfoldment of the project.
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Core Competencies & Skill Sets Concentric Circle Teams Design
Central Circle
(Transdisciplinary Subject Matter Experts)
!
Role

Description

Transdisciplinary Team Leader

•

Develop and evolve the transdisciplinary team
& manage the ongoing process of the
transdisciplinary team fusion and evolution. A
possible option to have that department or
that individual person have an “executive
vote” on final team decisions to ensure
ongoing team process and progress. To
ensure that the larger organizational
developmental vision and mission is held to
and kept in alignment.

Design Team Project Manager

•

Oversee and manage team progression on
assignments via digital portals.
Communications support between team
members and other departments. Compile
digital archives of produced documentation in
database system. Full time operations
position in organization to ensure optimum
performance and to ensure requirements for
the ongoing projects are met.

Representatives from various participating
philanthropic foundations and governmental
institutions

•

Facilitating the development of the core
design team, the Phase 1 organization and
the overall WSS coordination and
collaboration with the network of
organizations it will interoperate with in future.

International Economist

•

Understanding and researching of
international & national economic systems.

International Political Scientist

•

Understanding and researching international
& national political systems,
intergovernmental interactions and
relationships & global intercultural relations.

International Law Expert

•

Understanding and researching all required
international legal dynamics.
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Civil Engineer and City Planner

•

Facilitate & implement solutions in targeted
environments, service implementation support
on global level operations.

Logistics and Operations Expert

•

Design of overall logistical systems, including
resource management and solutions
implementation support. Key to the successful
roll out of solutions & services, managing
information & resource flows including human
resources in every step & phase of individual
solutions & services, feedback metrics into
other departments of the organization.

Expert(s) on Comprehensive International /
Global Medical & Health Systems

•

Planning and strategizing on how to optimally
transform global health systems.
Pandemic preparation, planning, strategizing
& real world response implementations.
Adaptive medical resources supply chain
redesign & implementation.

•
•

International Business Expert

•

Interfacing with international businesses &
organizations.

Historical Cultural Anthropologist / Sociologist

•

Necessary to understand all selected
solutions implementation venues and social/
cultural dynamics.

Industrial and Organizational Psychologist

•

Expert on deep organizational cultural
understandings in a wide variety of
workplaces.

A Previous Professional International
Ambassador / Career Diplomat

•

This highly experienced position will ensure
that the WSS Team has access to refined
understandings of organizational and
interpersonal communications, negotiation,
mediation, facilitation and agreement
generation techniques, expertise and access
to refined historical or traditional approaches
to these processes.

Organizational Design, Modeling & Policy
Development Expert / Business Analyst /
Organizational Management Metrics System
Design / Reporting System Design

•

Managing and tracking metrics (short & longterm) to optimize success and cohesion of the
organization and deliverables on all levels.
Design of interfaces between all departments
in the organization, including designing the
metrics of the phase 1 organization to be
used for the management of change on an
ongoing basis. This role ensures optimal
shared communications and understanding of
the operation of the organization at all levels.
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Religious Studies PhD and / or Expert on Current
World Religions and Their Historical Roots

•

This role must be filled due to the requirement
of including key understandings of religious
and spiritual practice and process of various
kinds as well as its influence in the world into
the understandings that the Core Design
Team operates from in its development of the
Phase 1 organization’s capacities. It is
important that this person have extensive
personal real-world experience in the
dynamics of world religions.

Linguistics and Language Development Expert

•

Necessary for the development of a literally
new and complete language of transformation
that will be standardized for global usage and
applicable to all institutional and
organizational transformational venues and
dynamics, as well as national and
international transformational dynamics,
technological evolutions, political venues,
cultural transformation dynamics, all
transdisciplinary learning and for the
development of the design of all
transdisciplinary information.

Educational Systems Design Expert(s)

•

Intra & Internal organizational educational
requirements between the Phase 1
organization and other types of organizations.
This expert will facilitate the development of
the international education system for training
employees so they will be able to interoperate
cohesively.

Graphics Artist & Documentation Expert for all
Design Team Outputs

•

To support the creative expression of
concepts in graphic design formats and visual
presentations, video production presentations
for education of team members or to pitch
concepts/projects mission statements,
mapping in graphic representation all team
concepts, with computer aided design (CAD)
expertise.
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Information Technology Expertise: (To be
determined which of these listed competencies must
be on-site integrated with core design team day-today function, in part based upon availability of tech.
resources and in part based upon phase of 1-year
design process).

Computer Scientist:
o Data Scientist / Statistician:
o Hardware & Software Network & Systems
Designer:
o Software Application Design:
Design all the software that external organizations
would use in order to feed the solutions processor of
phase 1 organization to generate all the possible
solutions to situations.
o Digital Media Expert and Video Content
Creation and Editing Team:
o Documents Management Systems Designer:
o Database Designer:
Applicable to work in tandem with other departments
of Software solutions & designers.
o Telecommunications expert:
Utilizing existing software systems and also ensuring
the ability of the WSS to integrate new systems as
they evolve, and constantly understanding each
systems capacity in a way that would support efficient
integration.
o Social Media / Crowd Sourced expertise &
Information inputs of all kinds:
This role supports the WSS’s ability to utilize
platforms such as Facebook.com to act as a frontend crowd sourced solutions implementation platform
and to develop models for the ongoing support and
maintenance of these implemented solutions. This
example solution functions in support of various
geographical locations operations, and it operates as
a flow through information transfer mechanism, it also
supports self-maintaining self-updating systems
platforms and resource management hubs.
o Programmer (Python, A.I., etc.?):
Capable of continually assessing where A.I. is in its
current moments of evolution and development and
usability, and its potential uses in the WSS process in
the present & the future. Understanding the
comprehensive nature of A.I. and determining
whether A.I. is applicable to implement into the phase
1 of the organization and on an ongoing basis without
hindering or compromising the core principles of the
organization in the short & long term.
o Cloud Internet Expert:
Knowledgeable in existing & new internet operation
database systems.
o Information Technology Change Management
Expert: (This role is specific to all software systems
information levels).
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Designs the internal change management system of

Product / Service / Solutions Engineer &
Designer:

•

Necessary to manifest physical solutions and
service offerings

Viral Epidemiologist

•

This position is necessary to inform all
solutions that are developed to ensure they
take into account future pandemic potentials
and their influence on the world process as
well as to define supportive solutions to them
and their negative effects.

Not-For-Profit Organizational Management
Expert:

•

Initial startup organization as a not for profit
model.
Umbrella entity organization operating in for
Not for profit model.
Entrepreneurial solutions development
incubators.
Economic model structural designs.
Defines database systems for optimal
economic transparency & information
resource sharing.
Information interface software systems
between internal & external organizations.

•
•
•
•
•
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Second Circle

!
Role

Description

Design Team Support Staff

•

Facilitators of the design team necessary to
help them to consistently work together and
evolve to be a high-performance
transdisciplinary team.

Design Team Facilitation Initiate Team
(Up to 12 staff members)

•

This team of astute and capable individuals
constantly monitors the day-to-day process of
the Core Design Team process.
They will participate in all meeting analysis as
they unfold.
They will constantly learn from the
Transdisciplinary process of the Core Design
Team and later from the Phase 1 Think-TankTeam processes.
This group will be tasked with developing and
evolving their own process of selfdevelopment and their evolution as a team in
order to allow them to support the creation
both of the Phase 1 Think-Tank-Team and the
creation of external Think-Tanks and cultural
and process developments within any
affiliated corporation that wants to evolve to
operate in tight synchronization with the WSS
process and other affiliated organizations.
This group will eventually operate as a
group of future ambassadors who operate
in many diverse venues and cultures. It
would be beneficial if they have previous
background and expertise in political
science, diplomacy, and organizational
process and development and managed
change.
This group will work directly with the Core
Design Team Leader and the team leader’s
support staff. This will ensure developmental
synchronization as this overall organizational
process unfolds.

•
•

•

•

•
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Video recording and text output recordings of
discussions of all meetings support, learning,
and Core Design Team analysis staff. (i.e. Full
process documentation and transcriptions and
minutes of all meetings, and integrative team learning
processes, etc.) This ongoing documentation
process will support the WSS Mission
commitment to organizational transparency of
day-to-day process.

•

These documented materials, including all
prototyping and output modeling designs will
then be analyzed and fed back into the Core
Design Team process and be utilized as
reference materials to rapidly develop
external Think-Tank-Teams and for intra and
inter corporate evolution support.

•

Outputs will also be made transparently free
to the world as benefits the world’s needs and
developmental process in these challenging
times.

•

To support each design members information
access for organizational design process.
Develop and manage central database
accessible to the external organizations

Administrative Support Staff
Resource Access Coordinators to External
Organizations and Resources
Spokesperson Representatives & Liaisons
Overall Project Documentation Management &
Ongoing Accounting Staff
Research staff

•

Cyber security staff
Information sharing & policies manager
Software Development Team
(6-person integrated programming team)

•

This team of high-level and deeply
experienced software developers, who are
used to working on large scale projects in a
tight knit team, will be tasked with receiving all
of the specifications, requirements and
informational outputs from the Core Design
Team process and creating from the team the
software that will be utilized in the Phase 1
organizational launch.

•

This parallel prototyping and software
development process will support rapid
deployment of the Phase 1 organization and
optimize its near-term effectiveness and
capabilities and functionality verification.
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Third Circle

!
Role

Description

Board Members & Chairman /
President, Vice-President, Secretary

and Treasurer.

WSS Organizational Evolution and
Development Supportive Palindrome
model for systemic systems foundation
organization/Quality Assurance:

•

Ensures that all the WSS outputs and endeavors across
short and long-term developmental horizons are
consistently in alignment with its vision and mission end
to end.

•

Open source information global database interfaceable to
gather and create solutions based on diverse data input
coordinator/manager/team.

Optional Outside Consultants:
o Tech Support staff to the Core
Design Team
o 6 Sigma Quality Assurance
consultants and a reputable decision
analysis tool set such as KepnerTregoe
O Think-tank model interface

coordinator / manager / team
o Coordinated access to external
scientific expertise of various kinds
(ecology, climate, oceanography, artificial

intelligence, energy resources, farming,
etc.)
o Video Production & Resources Team
for producing and communicating outputs
to all external recipients.
o Expert of Governmental
organizational functions and interfacing
with governmental institutions.
o Accounting experts, (i.e. Tax expertise

& Reporting Requirements)
Human Resources Experts
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•

Marketing experts

o Not-For-Profit legal counsel
•

o International Law resources

O Training media support, solutions
design
•
systems media
•

Legal Counsel for patents,
copyrights and trade marking of:
Products / Services / Business
organization models & Organizational
policy.

External Organizational Model Access
Team

•

•

(i.e. Access to various organizations business models
that can be applied to the Phase 1 organizational
business model). Optional crowd sourced information to
design opportunities on public level option. Patenting
Design models).

•

“Imaginal cell” design process model, management of
designs implemented into organizations, product / design
solutions architect.

Timeline trajectory coordinator /
management team for building
the internal phase 1 of the
organization regarding funding &
design of formation.
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Fourth Circle

!
Roles of Affiliated Groups & Organizations

Description

Crowd Sourced Inputs (In all areas of the WSS
processes that are applicable)
Evolution Strategies Team
Distribution of Strategies Team
Mapping of Networks Team
Change Management Strategies Team
Cultural Developmental Strategy Team

4.5 Core Design Team Member Qualities and Competencies
We will be looking for the following qualities in WSS Core Design Team staff members:
• Creativity, imagination, adaptability, ingenuity and flexibility
• Operating from higher principles and values
• Willingness to stand their ground on topics they feel strongly about
• Passion for making the world a better place and improving humanity’s situation and future
• Willingness to focus on the success of the organization and all of humanity as being equal to or
more important than their own personal success and achievements
• Love and caring for humanity and where humanity will be in the future
• Personal integrity, honesty & fact-based decision-making orientation
• Hope, Faith, Optimism and Positivity
• Willingness to proactively, consciously and constantly learn, teach, change, evolve and grow
• Service to humanity motivation and orientation
• Organizational vision and mission commitment
• Absolute commitment to quality assurance in all areas of the WSS process
• High Intelligence
• Previous participation in high-performance organizational culture building
• Patience, tolerance and a tendency to face problems and challenges from a non-judgmental
vantage point
• A tendency toward taking the initiative to proactively resolve world, organizational, workplace
process and interpersonal issues. (i.e. proactive problem resolution).
We will be looking for the following Core Design Team staffing competencies:
• Systems thinking & analytical skills
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expertise and experience in their chosen fields
Good interpersonal communication and writing skills
General computer skills and optimally significant systems knowledge, experience or education
Leadership skills and expertise
Collaboration and teaming skills, experience and personal orientation
Significant large multidimensional project experience
Change management experience and knowledge
6 Sigma organizational implementation and management experience and a reputable set of
decision-analysis tools such as Kepner-Tregoe decision analysis tools
Disciplined detail oriented organizational skills
Previous participation in high-performance organizational culture building & community
participation modeling
Supportive of transparent and self-accountable organizational operation and cultural process
Good personal and interpersonal stress management skills

4.6 The WSS’s Core Design Team’s Output Goals and Required Phase
1 Organizational Functions, Capabilities and Core Competencies
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Managed global change and transformation management operating system and guidance system for
global transformation and a mechanism for simultaneously buffering global change “shock” for social,
technological, ecological and economic shocks that are sure to come at some point in the future.
Facilitation of organizations and institutions in all ways necessary for them to work in constantly
optimizable collaboration, concert and unison, and in a human evolution supportive synchronized
manner.
A global on-line university and an organized and democratic system of transformational education,
and a university for enlightened leadership, which is freely available to all individuals, corporations,
institutions, groups and nations.
A coordinative conduit for acquired and integrated transdisciplinary research materials and information
previously developed by many universities, institutions and organizations that currently can only be
acquired via paying for them. The WSS will, within legal boundaries, distribute these educational
support materials (at no cost) to all those who are involved in solutions creation and collaborative
efforts. i.e. The cost of the purchase/acquisition of these research materials will be borne by the
financial contributors to the WSS and the WSS itself as it generates funds by providing products,
services and solutions globally.
The WSS will operate as a unifying mechanism and “healer and harmonizer” of the historical fractures
that currently exist in various cultures, societies, political systems, economic systems. By doing so the
WSS work to resolve many of these detrimental effects on the process of human evolution of
consciousness and their effects on the physical ecological environment, while reducing global conflict in
all of its forms.
The WSS will function as both a centralized and distributed adaptive logistical resource access,
networking, acquisition, concentration, integration, management and coordinated resources distribution
hub. (i.e. For resources of all kinds, necessary to support complex projects, and to support solutions
production, and to operate as a solutions supportive bartering, transaction and exchange, and manhours tracking engine).
Organizational, cultural, institutional and political consulting, mediation, education and facilitation that
supports evolution of human, organizational and institutional evolution of consciousness.
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•

•

•

•

The WSS will have the capacity to function as a high performance organizational transdisciplinary
information processing, integration, synthesis mechanism and thus to operate as a “catalytic global
learning engine”.
The WSS will operate as a global problem identification and evaluation mechanism the then provide
comprehensive transdisciplinary solutions prescription, incubation, creation, implementation and
management capacities.
A comprehensive project management system and suite of solutions development tools, available to
anyone external to the WSS who wants to use them, for free, so that they can develop solutions for the
world in a distributed manner, (i.e. solutions design, modeling, prototyping, CAD, and resource
networking support, etc.). These same development tools will be available within the WSS to WSS staff
for the management of global solutions creation, implementation, management and refinement.
WSS has/creates its own internal systemic WSS organizational change-management and WSS
organizational self-education and evolution system and software, including and supportive of:
o WSS operating as an entrepreneurial incubator and as an entrepreneurial incubator development
hub.
o The WSS is a software development house for:
● Many types of crowd sourced human and institutional collaboration support software.
● Full solutions and products lifecycle support software and service support software.
● Inter and intra-organizational interface, education, education/marketing, transformation
and evolutionary software.
● Inter and intra-organizational coordination and collaboration software.
● High performance catalytic learning facilitation and support software.
● Change management software of all kinds.
● Long-term goal of the WSS is the development of an integrated and adequately robust
global operating system and infrastructure.
● Along with the Glossary of Transformational Concepts that the WSS will develop, it will
also define a complete graphic language and process of organizational process and
transformation blueprinting that can be trained into other organizations and operate as a
global transformational standard language of systemic change, transformation and
evolution.
● To create a globally available software training school for software coders that can then
develop the software for the WSS and other organizations.
● The organizational capacity to integrate fully with other aligned organizations and to
generate a larger and more effective WSS process.
● The ability to internalize other organizations software infrastructure, (i.e. Wikipedia, Khan
Academy, CodeForAmerica.com software, etc.).

A Complete Chrysalis for Global Organizational and Technological Evolution
The Phase 1 Organizational Design will be specified to operate as a comprehensive chrysalis for global,
human (mental and emotional), social, economic, organizational and technological evolution and materially
operationalized resonance with higher sustainable evolution supportive principles, values, goals and purposes.
A comprehensive platform from which global social and technological evolution can be functionally and
practically achieved in order to generate a systemic process of global consciousness evolution, a new
complete vision of human and natural ecosystem management, a WSS software and organizational system
capable of managing the process into the future, and the required knowledge, skill sets, understandings and
infrastructure necessary to achieve the vision. This chrysalis dynamic is held sovereignly within the WSS and
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is externally introduced and fostered, in part, by producing and distributing complete, portable and tailored
“imaginal cell systems of transformational education and facilitation” into external corporate, social, cultural and
institutional venues. This process will foster synchronized collaborative action between currently disparate
organizations while creating a shared network of accurate, timely and actionable solution supportive
information for all to draw upon in order to best catalyze their constructive decisions, application of resources,
efforts and actions.
Human Culture Operating as a High-Performance Engine

5.1 WSS Organizational Functionality Summary
(i.e. the DNA of the WSS Organizational Paradigm)
Below is a listing of the capabilities of the proposed design, mechanism and system of accelerated global
human consciousness evolution via facilitated, guided, mediated and coordinated healthy global collaboration.
It is important to realize that the proposed organizational model and operational design and its ongoing day-today processes constitute a constantly evolving “integrated gestalt design”, meaning that every component of
the design is fully interwoven with each of the others. Each organizational component supports the others,
each evolves the others, each informs and guides the process of the others constantly. In essence it is
designed to simultaneously operate as a vibrant and rapidly evolving human culture while also running with the
efficiency, power and capability of a precisely engineered high performance jet engine.
The overall WSS organizational model is designed from the ground up to constantly re-balance all of the
component dynamics and processes. This proposed innovative and highly dynamic type of organization was
not previously feasible to create and maintain, in that the software technology necessary to support its process
was not available and the necessary previous evolutions of organizational and cultural design had not been
developed and learned. Nor in the past have the necessary resource feeds from external organizations and
institutions that are necessary to fuel the WSS organizational model been available, nor have they been in an
aligned “frame of mind”. Meaning that in the past, for-profit organizations, groups, cultures and nations have
operated in self-centric modes of conduct and decision-making, (i.e. “what is in it for me?)”.
In our completely interdependent global future, with rapidly increasing and decision driving global problem
pressures, literal rapid and significant increases in human pain, suffering and death, and the clear realization of
the inadequacy of our current global management systems, these prior selfish and nationalistic tendencies
must be allowed to gracefully fall by the wayside, for the global common good as well as our global common
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survival. We must in effect learn rapidly to work together better, this means operating from ever more trust
rather than less trust, it also means operating from common purpose based upon shared understandings and
priorities. In order to affect this consistent common purpose, we require organizational systems to support
mass collaboration. Therefore, we offer the WSS organizational model listed below:

5.2 WSS Phase 1 Organization: Global Species Level Transformation Platform
Capabilities:
1. WSS global transformation & evolution support culture and development paradigm
2. A literally new & complete universal human language & lexicon of global transformation
3. Open & crowd sourced solutions development & delivery hub:
a. Also operates as a convergent technology concentration & integration center
b. Develops culturally and organizationally harmonious ergonomic solutions
4. Software development hub, software coding training center & developed coder resource pool & global
bartering System:
a. Interactive bartering platform
b. WSS internal blockchain based currency system
c. Bartering & expert hours tracking & accounting system
5. WSS Global University & Complete Online Education System:
a. Includes new leadership development paradigms & mentoring programs
b. Transdisciplinary research & development hub
c. Transdisciplinary knowledge reservoir and convergent ideas reservoir
d. WSS consulting services to external organizations
6. Inter and Intra-organization collaboration, coordination & networking hub & systems:
a. Includes the WSS intra and inter-organizational networked change management & quality
assurance system
b. WSS intra and inter-organizational networked change management & quality assurance system
7. Financial reception & coordinative distribution hub
8. Entrepreneurial incubator & entrepreneurial network & hub incubator
9. Logistical & operations support system(s) (resource reception & distribution)
10. Think-Tank Team Network & Development Process:
a. Core transdisciplinary think-tank team(s)
b. Think-tank team environment & developmental support crucibles
c. Additional think-tank team generator & incubator
d. Design & generation of a coordinative mechanism for external coordinated group think-tank
collaboration
e. Transdisciplinary information integration point
11. WSS Convergent Technologies Concentrator and Integrator
12. Network Point for Updating & Repurposing of Existing Organizations & Organizational Models
13. WSS International & Inter-Organizational Orchestrated Evolution Management
14. Global Collaboration & Coordination Communication System:
a. Inter & intra organizational global communications system
b. Global communications external interfaces
c. Coordinated collaborative effort development & management
d. Creative expression collaboration & inspiration system to support the WSS global movement
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e. Giving large national and international groups of people a developmentally unifying forum for
collaborative discussion, and a way for their voices to finally be heard and the power of their
wills to be directly affected in the world
f. A support system to the process of global re-organization around sustainable principles &
values & collective planning
g. Centralized solutions implementation democratic voting system (blockchain based)
h. Centralized global problems / issues reporting, monitoring & analysis system
i. Global statistics monitoring, integration, analysis & reporting mechanism
j. Social Movement Engine and Technology Infrastructure
15. WSS Governance, Constitution & Operational & Coordinative Agreement Management Systems,
including a Global Strategy Development & Planning Engine, that is Supportive of Transformation of
Global Political & Economic Systems
16. WSS Healing Systems & Healing School (For individuals, organizations, societies and world systems)
17. Global Transformation Operating System Software, support infrastructure(s) and platform(s) (i.e.
evolutionary vehicle of global transformation for humanity)
The following diagram depicts the internal operational capabilities of the proposed WSS Phase 1 organization,
that is the generated output from the Core Design Team phase of the WSS plan and process. (i.e. This is a
view from the “inside of the organization outward” describing all of the “interlocking, interoperating,
interdependent and mutually catalytically supportive foundational WSS organizational capacities”). The
sections of the diagram are numbered in correlation with the listed bullet descriptions of organizational capacity
above. These numbered organizational elements also map to the far more rigorously defined elements of
organizational capacity that are listed directly after this diagram.
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5.3 The WSS’s 17 Core Functionalities and Capabilities and Their
Layered Integrating Interfaces (i.e. A detailed analysis of WSS Organizational Model &
Keys to “How to do it”).
The proposed constantly adaptive, innovation focused, self-organizing and evolving Not-For-Profit WSS longterm Phase 1 organizational design has the following main functional core components and associated
foundational functionality and capabilities, which culminate in the totality of the WSS organizational capability
and results listed in item number 17 of the list below. (i.e. The creation of a global transformational operating
system).
It is useful to realize that the WSS is both a centralized and a distributed system of networked systems, that is
designed to operate proactively and preemptively rather than reactively on a global scale, and is itself designed
to optimally change and evolve over time via intelligently defined evolution supportive vision and mission
support strategies and efficient operational processes. This proposed WSS organizational construct is
intentionally designed to allow limitless expansion of its capacity for management of information,
transdisciplinary knowledge and resources, while operating at any required scale, work volume or level of
complexity, and to do this while also retaining optimal efficiency, effectiveness and quality in all of its output
solutions and results.
The mission and vision of the WSS is that the WSS learns and evolves more rapidly than the world around it
and that it also simultaneously and catalytically evolves and transforms global human consciousness and
human societies, nations and organizations via WSS developed organized evolutionary principles. The WSS is
a mechanism of orchestrated networking and facilitated evolution of collaborating existing organizations of all
kinds, and in all ways necessary to manifest intended and needed global developmental results and problem
resolution results. While the overall WSS systems of systems is fostering global transformation and guiding
managed global change it is simultaneously operating as a “buffering agent or global change shock
management system”, via its solutions generation processes, its educational systems and its social emotional
healing systems.
It must be fully understood by all participants that in every area of its operation the WSS’s function is fully
dependent upon the enlightened freewill and sovereign empowerment of the world’s peoples operating in
positive, shared, creative conscious union, now and in the future. The WSS process is also designed to
operate in a manner that is fully “integrous, accountable and transparent to all”.
Each of the 17 WSS core organizational capabilities described below is fully interactive and integrated with all
of the others. Each supports, influences, informs and evolves the others continually. Therefore to better
describe this tightly integrated organizational dynamic we have been added, after each of the first 6 described
capabilities, an example list of bullet points. These bulleted items describe how each organizational capability
interoperates with the others. These bullet point items will be referred to here as “organizational systemic
linkages”.
“Innovation is the ability to see change as an opportunity – not a threat.”
-Steve Jobs
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1. WSS Global Transformation & Evolution Support Culture and Development Paradigm:
The unique WSS culture and hybrid organizational design is developed drawing upon various existing
organizational models and designs, with an emphasis on creating a constant high-speed learning environment
and a constantly proactively changing and dynamically evolving culture and set of software and process-based
support systems for this cultural process. This organizing cultural model will be standardized in its
developmental strategies and thus “exportable and trainable” into other organizational venues.
Creating a safe and high-trust social environment within the WSS for open and non-competitive creative
expression is our paramount intention, including creating openness to “brainstorming”, innovative ideas and
approaches and effective collaboration which are the keys to the success of this organizational Vision and
Mission and supports its continual capacity to gracefully morph and catalytically meet rapidly changing global
needs and challenges. Graceful management of ongoing organizational stress will be “built right into” the
organizational cultural design, while fostering a recognizable sense of cohesive community is also fundamental
to our success.
This new form of cultural system will be designed with advanced communications team-based strategies and
support software that will allow constant organization wide learning and synchronization of organizational
change and coordinated effort management. Quality assurance will be constantly stressed in all areas of
organizational function and solutions production. In addition to selecting team members by experience and
expertise they will also be selected for maximum capacity to constructively initiate, proactively participate in,
manage and tolerate rapid and constant organizational change dynamics and cultural evolution. This diverse
team must include a carefully configured balance of genders, races, nations, education and expertise, and
socio-economic strata:
We will be looking for the following qualities in WSS staff members:
• Creativity, imagination, adaptability, ingenuity and flexibility
• Operating from higher principles and values
• Those who want to co-create a new world and life process for humanity
• Willingness to stand their ground on topics they feel strongly about
• Passion for making the world a better place and improving humanity’s situation and future
• Willingness to focus on the success of the organization and all of humanity as being equal to or
more important than their own personal success and achievements
• Love and caring for humanity and where humanity will be in the future
• Personal integrity, honesty & fact-based decision-making orientation
• Hope, Faith, Optimism and Positivity
• Willingness to proactively, consciously and constantly learn, teach, change, evolve and grow
• Service to humanity motivation and orientation
• Organizational vision and mission commitment
• Absolute commitment to quality assurance in all areas of the WSS process
• High Intelligence
• Patience, tolerance and a tendency to face problems and challenges from a non-judgmental
vantage point
• A tendency toward taking the initiative to proactively resolve world, organizational, workplace
process and interpersonal issues. (i.e. proactive problem resolution).
We will be looking for the following core WSS staffing competencies:
• Systems thinking & analytical skills
• Expertise and experience in their chosen fields
• Good interpersonal communication and writing skills
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General computer skills and optimally significant systems knowledge, experience or education
Leadership skills and expertise
Collaboration and teaming skills, experience and personal orientation
Significant large multidimensional project experience
Change management experience and knowledge
6 Sigma organizational implementation and management experience and a set of reputable
decision-analysis tools such as Kepner-Tregoe decision analysis tools
Disciplined detail oriented organizational skills
Previous participation in high-performance organizational culture building & community
participation modeling
Supportive of transparent and self-accountable organizational operation and cultural process
Good personal and interpersonal stress management skills

The proposed WSS organizational model has a literal information, coordination and resource circulatory
system that allows each organizational component to feed the developments of the others and to be
reflectively fed, updated, upgraded, evolved and supported by the others. There will be an ongoing process of
reflected and refreshed information and development support resources between all of the core organizational
components.
Below is a description of some of these interactive system feed dynamics. In each subsequent section these
feeding, and transmission dynamics are listed in order to better describe the complete integration of the WSS
organizational model.
In order to affect its function, this core Culture Design and Culture Building Organizational Capability will
simultaneously “receive from” or draw upon the following WSS example functional capacities:
• The Global University system
• The bartering systems
• The software development capability
• Pool of WSS developed coders
• The WSS capacity to receive and distribute funding
• Phase 1 Think-Tank Team informational guidance and outputs
• The quality assurance systems
• The WSS constitution and agreement management system
• Crowd sourced information, expertise and knowledge
• The Transformational Language development process
• The organizational healing system
This WSS organizational culture function will simultaneously feed or “transmit” information and knowledge to
the following example WSS functional capacities:
• The WSS healing systems capability
• The consulting capability
• The Global University system
• The quality assurance systems
• Modeling of rapid evolution of affiliated organizations
• Crowd sourced solutions efforts
• The Transformational Language development process
• The organizational consulting system
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2. The WSS will develop and design a wholly new Universal Language and lexicon of standardized and
managed human consciousness evolution and transformation, facilitated high-speed learning,
sophisticated and highly organized transdisciplinary information structure, storage, access and transfer, and
which is all supportive of practical management of global change and evolution in all human social,
organizational and operational venues. This language will constitute a foundational mechanism of practical
managed global change for all existing human social, technological, ecological, economic and organizational
processes. This language will not carry the limitations, biases, subconscious baggage and traditional
tendencies that all current world languages do, and it will not be associated with or represent any current
nation or culture, it will be a language designed to gracefully unify humanity. It will allow seamless concerted
transformational collaboration between all participating individuals, groups and societies. From this “new
language of consciously managed global change” and set of foundation evolution and transformation
supportive concepts, information and ideas human beings can constantly use in order to learn to change and
learn to evolve in the following areas:
•

•
•

Evolution of species level human consciousness and increasing human capacity to fundamentally
learn, educate each other, and to more efficiently and effectively work together and sustainably evolve
as individuals and as a species collective.
Rapid sustainable evolution of all human civil systems, political systems and human support
technologies, infrastructures and world systems of social management, development and governance.
Evolution of the process of global governance, application and usage of all newly developed and
implemented technologies.

This language may be efficiently transmitted and globally learned via a software system similar to the “Rosetta
Stone” language training software.
In order to affect its function, this core Language and Lexicon building organizational capability will
simultaneously receive from or draw upon the following WSS example functional capacities:
• The Global University system
• The global transformation and change management functions
• The software development capability
• Pool of WSS developed coders
• Phase 1 Think-Tank Team informational guidance and outputs
• The quality assurance systems
• The WSS constitution and agreement management system
• Crowd sourced information, expertise and knowledge
• The organizational healing system
This WSS organizational Language function will simultaneously feed or transmit information and knowledge to
the following example WSS example functional capacities:
• The WSS healing systems capability
• The consulting capability
• The Global University system
• The quality assurance systems
• Modeling of rapid evolution of affiliated organizations
• The organizational consulting system
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Open-Source and Complete Architectural Tailored Solutions
3. A complete Crowd Sourced world open-source solutions, technology, product and service
development environment, hub, engine and solutions delivery system that interfaces the WSS internal
organizational process with global crowd sourced individual, group and external organizational participants.
This solutions development environment will support the full architecting, venue specific tailoring and creative
design, prototyping, testing, solution refinement, implementation and post-implementation monitoring of
implemented solutions.
This constructed WSS organizational and system’s capability can generate fully tested patentable solutions,
products, new and disruptive / transformative business models and technologies, solution processes, and
support service models that are then delivered and implementable anywhere in the world in any social or
geographic context. This developed organizational paradigm and software supported organizational capacity
allows and supports the WSS efforts in the guided, orchestrated and educated repurposing of any existing
external group, corporation or governmental institution (including the world’s various militaries) in order to bring
them into concert and alignment with the WSS vision and mission and with specifically defined project and
global solution implementations. This would be a capability of the WSS and an offered service that would
empower existing for profit and not for profit organizations to efficiently shift focus and operate then more
effectively operate together and come up to speed in their collaborative potential, in very rapid ways, even if
they were not previously designed to network with other organizations, in order to fulfill solutions development
requirements and even to respond rapidly to emergency situations globally.
The WSS provides all the necessary solutions support and development tools and on-line collaboration support
technologies to allow the crowd sourced external participants, in concert with WSS representatives, to design,
create and implement necessary products, solutions, algorithms and services wherever they are needed.
These solutions development support tools and resources can also include software development
environments, required hardware, manufacturing machines, education and mentoring, technical expertise,
connections to WSS networked organizational resources, legal expertise, accounting system support, shipping
support, marketing support, statistics, research materials, and solutions development management expertise.
In order to affect its function, this crowd sourced solutions development capability will simultaneously receive
from or draw upon the following WSS example functional capacities:
• The Global University system
• The various project and solutions development tools & software made available by the WSS
• The global transformation and change management functions
• The software development capability
• Pool of WSS developed coders
• Phase 1 Think-Tank Team informational guidance and outputs
• The quality assurance systems
• The WSS constitution and agreement management system
• The WSS bartering systems and expertise resource accounting & tracking system
• Crowd sourced information, expertise and knowledge
• WSS capacity to receive and distribute funds
• The entrepreneurial hub system
This WSS crowd sourced development function will simultaneously feed or transmit information and knowledge
to the following WSS example functional capacities:
• The WSS healing systems capability
• The consulting capability
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•
•
•
•

The Global University system
The quality assurance systems
Modeling of rapid evolution of affiliated organizations
The organizational consulting system
Inter-organizational collaborative software systems

4. Software Development Hub, Software Developer Training Center & Developed Coder Resource Pool
& Global Bartering System:
The WSS develops and operates its own internal and inter-organizational collaborative software systems. The
total capability of these developed integrated software can have a similar degree of flexibility, accessibility, and
networked organized collaborative communications support capacity to that of the Facebook software platform.
Yet the WSS open systems design will also support constructive complex globally organizing collaboration.
This collaboration support system will constitute a connection hub for large group and multi-organizational
orchestrated collaboration and solutions development and implementation efforts. This system will allow
ongoing and global evolution supportive free-flow conversations from anyone or any group to anyone or any
group on any topic and allow central data storage for them to work from collaboratively in order to develop
solutions for any area of the world. This collaboration platform will also support the networked and efficiently
orchestrated repurposing of existing corporate and governmental technologies, resources, knowledge and
capabilities.
Users of the WSS collaboration system will be supplied with the free software and solutions development tools,
virtual meeting support and project management software systems necessary for the design, prototyping and
development of solutions, technologies, products and services that will then be made available to the world
through the entrepreneurial hub system, the logistical and operations support hub system and the educational
hub system of the WSS. This robust collaborative environment, platform and system will support the WSS
global bartering system with its associated operations and solutions support accounting system for the
management of person hours, resources, skill sets, information, technology, trade and exchange information
management, etc. and track their application to all defined, monitored and managed projects. This bartering
system will also be augmented and supported by the usage of an internal to the WSS electronic currency,
similar to Bitcoin or other blockchain based currency system, where useful and supportive. This is an
augmentation of the existing capitalist model of economics the world operates from and is not intended to
operate in competition with it.
The WSS system will develop and maintain the capacity to completely design, develop and implement, its own
software in-house, (i.e. The WSS will have its own software development training organization and extensive
in-house software development capability). This large scale free software coder training capability includes all
necessary capacities to train a large group of remote and still affiliated software developers who will then either
become WSS employees for future software developments or who can work as crowd sourced suppliers of
software code to manifest and support global solutions projects in concert with the WSS or independently from
the WSS. Their extensive education will occur in return for an agreed upon contribution of their time and skills
to future WSS solutions production participation and world service.
These proprietary, patentable and externally licensable WSS in-house developed software can be utilized to
support all internal WSS organizational change management, solutions development processes, organizational
learning needs, internal communications, coordination and operational support processes. Other software the
WSS generates would be designed to support crowd sourced solutions creations and to connect the WSS in
collaborative synchronizing developmental union with numerous external networked organizations. In
combination with the WSS external university level educational system listed above, the WSS will have its own
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internal education system to support all WSS staff in constant accelerated learning processes. This internal
WSS educational system will support and also require the WSS global organizational networked system of
systems to remain in sync with whatever understandings are required to effectively support consistent
coordinated global and collaborative WSS efforts. Mass global education and synchronized coordinated
information transfer, communicated via the WSS intranet, and the global internet, will become the coordinative
“sinus rhythm for the WSS’s beating heart” of intelligently managed sustainable global change.
Prior to the WSS developing its own software suite currently available software such as:
• ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
• CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
• MRP (Manufacturing Resource/Requirements Planning)
• BPR (Business Process Re-engineering)
Any or all of these software capabilities may be applicable to various elements of the overall WSS
organizational process as it develops and evolves.
The WSS organizational model has the capacity to define its own internal financial and economic system and
set of management processes and technological and human infrastructures of barter, exchange and
transaction. These exchange and transaction dynamics will be supported by various currencies, including
existing and new cyber/electronic/blockchain currencies. This WSS bartering system includes a complete
bartering accounting system for all bartered resources, processes and dynamics. The WSS thereby becomes
its own encapsulated economic ecosystem of global solutions supportive transaction and exchange as well as
potentially supporting “open market” bartering of services, information, technology, resources of all kinds,
human hours, skills and knowledge; thereby evolving itself as is necessary for the function and betterment of
the WSS organization as a whole, while simultaneously improving solutions development and delivery to the
world.
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In order to affect its function, this collaborative WSS software development capability will simultaneously
receive from or draw upon the following WSS example functional capacities:
• The Global University system
• The various project and solutions development tools & software made available by the WSS
• The global transformation and change management functions
• The software development capability
• Pool of WSS developed coders
• Phase 1 Think-Tank Team informational guidance and outputs
• The quality assurance systems
• The WSS constitution and agreement management system
• The WSS bartering systems and expertise resource accounting & tracking system
• Crowd sourced information, expertise and knowledge
• WSS capacity to receive and distribute funds
• The entrepreneurial hub system
This WSS collaborative software development function will simultaneously feed or transmit information and
knowledge to the following WSS example functional capacities:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The WSS healing systems capability
The consulting capability
The Global University system
The quality assurance systems
Modeling of rapid evolution of affiliated organizations
The organizational consulting system

5. A Global University Level Educational System and Hub, Transdisciplinary Knowledge Reservoir and
Operational Information Support Infrastructure that is free to all and which constitutes a robust
“information transfer backbone” that operates as a high-quality information distribution hub by which all
transdisciplinary knowledge acquired and/or developed by the WSS or received through the participants that
network with the WSS can be transmitted, taught and offered as training to anyone, anywhere in the world.
This educational system is a necessary support mechanism to synchronize global evolution and synchronized
global developmental activities unfolding in concert with the global common good. This baseline higher
educational capability is now vitally necessary in order to support species level catalytic and collective positive
human endeavors and solutions production. In its highest and most developed form this educational system
develops new paradigms of global governance and leadership and functions as a centralized global leadership
mentoring, education and training mechanism. This educational system is constantly contributed to by
networked contributions and collaborative connections from the WSS to external think-tanks, university
educational institutions and research institutions that are external to the WSS.
It will ultimately constitute a complete on-line university that supports practical and foundational “real-world
development” on large scales and also supports evolution and transformation of world consciousness. This
constantly evolving educational system will support the WSS organization in operating as a catalytic change
supportive consulting and training organization for existing external organizations and institutions. It will also
act as:
• a hub and center for transdisciplinary learning, teaching, research and development
• a transdisciplinary information and ideal reservoir to all participating affiliates
• the mechanism for creating and maintaining WSS consulting services to external organizations and
institutions.
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6. The WSS Organizational Collaboration Platform will have the capacity to interface and network with,
collaborate and coordinate with and mentor, facilitate, educate and consult with external groups, organizations
and governmental institutions and to bring them on-line as an efficient and effective collaborative noncompetitive network of global solutions providers. This crowd and organizationally supported solutions network
can help to formulate, design, test, implement and maintain needed global solutions, of any kind and on any
scale, for optimal ergonomic fit in any selected venue. This coordinating collaborative network of crowd
supported solutions generation capacity will produce the technologies and systems necessary to support the
evolutionary acceleration of, and raising of, global human consciousness. It will include as a core part of its
built-in functionality a WSS Intra and Inter-Organizational Networked Change Management & Quality
Assurance System.
In order to affect its function, this collaboration platform capability will simultaneously receive from or draw
upon the following WSS example functional capacities:
• The Global University system
• The bartering systems
• The software development capability
• The developed pool of developed software coder’s capabilities
• The WSS capacity to receive and distribute funding
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•

The quality assurance systems

This WSS collaboration platform will simultaneously feed or transmit information and knowledge to the
following WSS example functional capacities:
• The Global University system
• The bartering systems
• The software development capability
• The WSS capacity to receive and distribute funding
• The quality assurance systems
• The WSS healing systems capability
• The consulting capability
• The quality assurance systems
• Modeling of rapid evolution of affiliated organizations
• The organizational consulting system
• The Think-Tank-Team networks
• The entrepreneurial hub and the network of entrepreneurial hubs

“Small acts, when multiplied by millions of people, can transform the world.”
-Howard Zinn

7. The WSS Financial Distribution Hub: The WSS organization has the ability to receive and intelligently
manage large amounts of contributed money to then to utilize these monies by distributing them to external
not-for-profit organizations in order to help catalyze their capabilities and contributions to the world. In addition,
the WSS has the capability of facilitating these external not-for-profits to better achieve their goals, while
operating in concert with the overall WSS process and the evolutionary dynamics of the global transformation
that the WSS will be facilitating.

8. Entrepreneurial Incubator & Entrepreneurial Network & Hub Incubator:
The WSS will build and manage its own entrepreneurial incubator environment, to support potential
entrepreneurs and their goals and areas of product development focus. The hub will also have the capacity to
develop and patent its own solutions, technologies, software, processes and services as well as to spawn new
and networked with the WSS external entrepreneurial incubators. The WSS inhouse entrepreneurial incubator
system will additionally have the capacity to design, prototype, build, and project manage end-to-end solutions
and to then distribute, implement, monitor and maintain them anywhere in the world. Eventually this hub will
have the option of coordinating with the network of entrepreneurial incubators that interoperate with it to
generate macro solutions rapidly.
In this process of developing and spawning new entrepreneurial incubators the WSS can design a specific and
new type of entrepreneurial incubator. This newly designed incubator is meant to organize and orchestrate the
ongoing operations of other networked entrepreneurial incubators. This will allow for WSS organizational
network growth and project scaling without losing organizing capability for large efforts.

9. A proactively and dynamic self-adapting and evolving logistical management system:

Including
coordinated global evolution and change supportive supply chain management functionality, e-commerce
support, and a generic resource and solutions delivery system and an operations support and coordination
hub. This mechanism will support the acquisition, synergistic synchronized management and distribution of any
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type of resource, including money, convergent and new technologies, information, knowledge, developed plans
and project management strategies, complete existing solutions, ideas, person hours, material resources,
committed collaborative efforts, etc.. The WSS logistical hub will interact with any and all participating external
organizations and institutions. The logistical hub is a metaphorical “heart” that acquires and pumps out
resources in a very precise, nimble, synchronized, adaptive, practical and efficient manner to meet social
resource needs in a timely manner, wherever they are most needed in the world. (i.e. Efficient concentration of
necessary intelligently prescribed resources on demand, in an immediate and intelligently applied manner that
are tailored specifically to the target social venue based upon clearly understood needs). Such systems would
help us now with the management of our current pandemic.
An internal WSS transdisciplinary think-tank

10. An internal central WSS transdisciplinary think-tank research and development team that
simultaneously operates as a hub for a group of external networked think-tanks: This team is tasked with
developing its capacity for constant high-speed learning and coordinated evolution of the WSS organization as
a whole, (i.e. the WSS Brain that guides the Heart process, it mimics the “coordinating sinus rhythm of the
human heart” for the harmonious pumping of the WSS logistical resource distribution “heart”).
This team has the capacity to design and facilitate the design, creation, implementation and ongoing facilitated
evolution and development of external networked and collaborative think-tanks around the world, which will
constantly interface with the WSS Phase 1 organizational system, generating a global synchronistic networked
think-tank system. The WSS think-tank team also has the capacity to operate as a concentrated integration
point for the transdisciplinary information produced by many existing external think-tanks in order to
synergistically integrate and synthesize the information they produce so that this information can then be
efficiently and constructively re-distributed to the world.
“The way to success involves creating bonds between differing factions.”
-Oscar Cainer:
The WSS Think-Tank team will also define functional parameters for a specific new type of external think-tank
coordinative management system which is designed to coordinate, evolve, integrate and orchestrate groups of
existing world think-tank’s operational goals and developmental dynamics and processes. Collaborative
environments for these ongoing dynamics will also be designed, created and made available to these affiliated
think-tanks in order to support their efficient and efficient ongoing collaboration.
This think-tank information integration and synthesis mechanism guarantees the quality, integrity, up to date
nature and completeness of the transdisciplinary information the WSS central think-tank team provides to the
internal WSS organizational process and to the world. This WSS produced and organized information can then
provide guidance to external organizations, institutions and nations and also constantly support the generation
of new paradigms of leadership that are ergonomically appropriate in all social venues. Core to the
transdisciplinary nature and culture of the central WSS think-tank team culture is their focused and resolute
willingness to ego-lessly and non-competitively learn from each other and to freely share with and teach each
other their areas of expertise, experience and acquired knowledgebases. The larger vision of the WSS is that
of all of humanity diligently teaching each other and thus enriching the future potential of our species as a
whole. The educational capability of the WSS University component also supports and guarantees this global
developmental and evolutionary result.
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This think-tank team and its comprehensive team development support system will be designed to learn,
transform and consciously evolve far faster than any group or organization in the surrounding global social,
institutional, business and research environments. This team will in essence literally understand and evolve
faster than the world around it can evolve, and by doing so it will evolve ahead of and “out of phase with” the
world’s current rapid development and change curve. The team’s process could be looked at simplistically as a
scouting mission into humanity’s future developmental options, necessary to support world leaders, societies
and organizations in making wise decisions by providing them with more useful and timely information than
would otherwise be available.
This dynamic of accelerated think-tank team evolution of understanding and consciousness will be made
possible due to the design and construction of the “WSS think-tank team evolution support environment”.
This support environment or “formative crucible” for the team’s ongoing developmental process will constantly
and efficiently route all necessary pre-processed information, resources, and technologies to this think-tank
team in a consistent, timely, well organized and well-coordinated manner. This team consciousness
development support crucible will be consciously and intentionally prepared and precisely architected and
maintained in order to facilitate, catalyze and sustain the team’s rapid evolution and learning, leading to optimal
consistent team output. This team will then, in effect, operate as a transdisciplinary information integration and
synthesis point. It will remain under a constant, intentional, and consciously managed degree of intelligent
pressurization of the overall participating staff.
This intentional self-pressurization dynamic and conscious pressure management process will literally be
trained into the organizational culture, and later be taught to other organizations. Consciously applied pressure
drives optimal development, evolution and innovation. Too much pressure damages the organizational
system. Consciously chosen and managed regulation of systemic pressures is just one key to optimal
organizational systemic evolution and solutions development and output. Optimized orchestrated world
pressure management is one key to optimally transforming our collective species process. This orchestrated
pressure dynamic, based upon uniting and aligning world leaders’ efforts is just one simple part of future global
leadership dynamics. Right now, the Corona Virus is giving us this “gift” of potentially practicing these potential
future unifying leadership dynamics, rather than choosing separatist nationalist and populist approaches that
are inevitably failure producing, because they deny the truth of our collective and unavoidable
interdependence.
PhD Franklin M. Henry formulated the S.A.I.D. Principle, (i.e. Specific Adaptations for Imposed Demands) in
regard to the human body’s developmental reaction to particular stressors or physical exercises. Meaning that
muscles, ligament, tendons and the overall body itself reacts to stresses with reactive counterbalancing
developments, (i.e. If you do many sit ups your abdominal muscles selectively develop). Whole human
societies also develop via various environmental pressures and stressors. This does not always occur
consciously, still it can occur consciously and for beneficial purpose, and this is our profound opportunity in the
moment. (i.e. learning how to and choosing to learn, change and transform gracefully as a species).
Moving from Reactive to Proactive in times of Crisis
In our current world system model I would suggest that our human world is developing not just via our
innate human motivation to create that which we want, we are also now developing in reaction to the
stressors that humans themselves are creating, (i.e. pollution, population growth, virus distribution, climate
change, etc.), although we are woefully behind in this reactive curve and not yet operating with adequate
intelligence or resources to deal with these dire issues. A microcosm example of this human reactive process,
in progress currently, is seen in how some nations have dealt with the Corona Virus (COVID-19) reactively,
rather than proactively and preemptively being well prepared for it before it occurred. The next comment is
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controversial, and may even sound unfeeling, and is even painful to now communicate, as we of the WSS love
all of humanity, still it may be fundamentally true. Paradoxically, it may in the long run actually be better for the
survival of our species and for our collective learning process, and in regard to only this single pandemic, not to
have been better prepared, as we humans tend to learn more from failure than we do from our successes.
This is true because as nations and as human beings we have not yet been ready or perhaps able to choose
to “bite the economic bullet” and optimally learn from history, to help each other and to optimally and
proactively apply what we have learned from past pandemics. Healthy optimized learning is what evolves
humanity, and it also keeps more people alive and well, if we can choose to learn proactively rather than
reactively. This learning intention and applied dynamic must be taught and fully integrated into our societies.
The WSS model is designed to do this service, the alternative is to learn from the school of hard knocks.
There have been many papers written on the high probability of near-term global pandemics, as well as
detailed plans written to prepare for them within the United States. It appears that these plans have been either
ignored or not effectively implemented by the United States and in some other nations. This is not meant as a
criticism, it is merely a necessary description of a process of unfoldment of the pandemic. Now we are, as a
world, trying to play catch up to our new global reality, and this chosen dynamic is killing people and has the
potential to crash our global economic systems in addition to causing mass casualties and untold long-term
suffering. I would therefore suggest that it is in our species best interest to learn every possible lesson,
(especially transdisciplinary lessons) from this current pandemic, and that we then immediately apply these
lessons learned not only to all future potential pandemics, but that we also collectively apply them to all other
potential global crisis planning and strategizing scenarios in a transdisciplinary preemptive manner. Only
through this type of proactive approach can we choose to design “cross-crisis solutions” that actually forestall
these negative potential futures.
There is a well know dynamic related to the spread of illnesses, we could metaphorically call it the “perfect
storm dynamic”. An example of this dynamic is the increase in the mortality rate from influenza if there are
other illnesses already present in a human population or that occur simultaneous to the pandemic, for example
typhoid or cholera in less fortunate countries or preexisting heart, lung or circulatory issues, or just natural
aging in even the wealthiest countries. Domino effects of these pandemics can also be seen in economic
collapse and mass starvation, which can then lead to local, regional or international violence. This said, our
planet and the totality of our human world is a system of systems too. If our world has a concurrent confluence
of climate change, pollution, species extinction, population increase, lack of key resources, and acidification of
the oceans ALL at the same time, then there are systemic domino effects we cannot currently extrapolate the
dynamics of, much less systemically address with our current technologies and “hit or miss”, sporadic, and
non-optimally orchestrated approaches. So, this situation begs the question, are we unconsciously and
ignorantly sowing the seeds of our own collective species fate? If so, then why are we not acting to solve it in
full collective concert? If so, is there a more effective and healthier path forward (even if we must build it for
ourselves)? If so, how do we choose to take it and as a species commit to it fully? It can be done! We can do
it together!

“The strength of a civilization is not measured by its ability to fight wars, but rather by its
ability to prevent them.
-Gene Roddenberry
All of this said, it is vital that the WSS Think-Tank Team developmental crucible and its surrounding support
organization take this S.A.I.D. principle into account, as well as the systemic effects of simultaneous global
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crisis arising in parallel in its strategy development processes. I suggest that we develop the Core Think-Tank
Team initially to operate in its developmental dynamics as a result of all the transdisciplinary informational
inputs, (clear and complete understandings of all facets of current and likely future global problems), thus
forming a resultant set of solutions, strategies, plans, resource pools and support infrastructures that will
accurately map to our current and future global reality, and thereby effectively and preemptively help the world
resolve its issues and heal itself. In addition, the team must also be designed to not merely operate from
“problem resolution consciousness”, meaning that creatively developing positive and practically feasible and
healthy future global developmental scenarios and strategies of attainment is another of its core functions.
Convergent Technologies Concentrator and Integrator

11. WSS Convergent Technologies Concentrator and Integrator: A WSS organizational structure and core
capability that constantly researches, locates and then creatively integrates existing, emerging and potentially
convergent technologies from around the world. These technologies are integrated with acquired research
information by a group tasked with integrating them in new and more functionally useful ways. This process will
create more useful and functional capabilities than any of the individual technologies could manifest on their
own. (i.e. The sum of the parts is greater than any of the individual components). This WSS capability and
process can include integration of multiple software programs to create far more complex and powerful
software systems.
The integration of these convergent technologies and acquired research knowledge will then be used to
generate globally applicable solutions that are a combination of several new technologies. An example of such
a construct is a cell phone, or a computer, both of which are combinations of several other pre-existing and
potentially convergent technologies.
This WSS organizational “front-end technology evaluation mechanism” operates to bring in, and to do a “triage
evaluation” of, and to understand and organize these new and emerging technologies for potential use by the
rest of the WSS organizational processes and by affiliated networked groups, as well as to directly produce
finished solutions and products for WSS distribution and implementation. This front-end evaluation group
would also inform the rest of the WSS in regard to newly emerging technologies in order to keep them
constantly aware of the evolution, timing and availability of new technologies.
Front End Technology Evaluation Mechanisms
This front-end triage process supports the rapid introduction of new technologies of all kinds into the WSS
organizational process and feeds the WSS solutions production engine and solutions implementation process.
This capability can produce a catalyzing domino effect acceleration of development of the WSS core think-tank
team process, and potentially catalyze the development of all other WSS organizational model components.
The faster the WSS organization processes information, and the faster it introduces new technologies into the
WSS networked system of systems, and the faster it accelerates its own organizational learning capacity, then
the faster the WSS can help to accelerate the global evolution of human consciousness and solutions
production overall.
This front-end research, pre-processing and pre-organization of information related to new and emerging
technologies will support the downline solutions development processes within the WSS organization. These
processes will also support the focused application of organized technological resources in very intelligent,
precise, coordinated and efficient ways that would not be possible otherwise, and also influences the efficacy
of the process of deploying solutions globally.
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12. Network Point for Updating & Repurposing of Existing Organizations & Organizational Models
The WSS organization will have the option of receiving contributions of, or borrowing, developed expertise,
purchasing or leasing other organization’s business models, technologies, and existing off the shelf software
for WSS internal operation, development, management, and change management processes. Making these
contributions will benefit the contributors and the world, both directly and indirectly. All copyrights and patents
associated with contributions will be respected and vigilantly protected. Without such contributions, and without
the rights of contributors being protected, the creation and implementation of the large-scale solutions that are
vitally important to resolve our world’s issues will likely not be efficiently feasible or even possible. These
various contributions are absolutely necessary, due to the problems that the world faces, and this process of
contribution will not be allowed to harm the contributing groups or corporations, nor will their contributions be
allowed to be used against them, or be misused, or be applied in competition with them.
This process of requesting contributions of any kind of resource from affiliated corporations and organizations
will not be driven by either any preference or desire on the part of the WSS or for the WSS’s benefit, nor for the
competitive or personal benefits of any of the WSS’s affiliates. These requests will be driven by defined
solutions requirements, associated with recognized and accurately validated and fact-based global needs and
problems, and by the practical utility necessary to benefit the world as a whole. This policy will be strictly and
immediately enforced, not to punish anyone, only to protect contributor’s rights and resources and to ensure
WSS organizational integrity and optimal function in its process of solutions creation and deployment.
On the next page are 2 diagrams depicting numerous potential and beneficial collaboration scenarios
supported by contributions and coordinated efforts from many different organizational sources, seamlessly
working together, in order to generate integrated and complete solutions to large scale global problems. At first
glance it may seem challenging to accept these very necessary team efforts and potentials as practical and
valid future options and as models for ongoing global management dynamics. That said, it is vital to begin
envisioning them as necessary realities now, so that these solutions and capabilities will be ready, practiced
and in place precisely when they are most needed. This is true because our future global situations are likely to
soon literally be so dire, large-scale and rapidly unfolding as to make this suggested type of collaboration
between previous competitors and previously for-profit only ventures absolutely necessary. In such large-scale
challenging situations, reactively addressing them after they have begun to generate dysfunction, even with
“after the fact” team efforts between many nations, and after they have begun to produce global network
dysfunctions, will not be an effective option. Denial of this truth will only cause more problems.
This proposed approach is our world’s most effective and constructive way forward as a nations, corporations,
peoples and as a species. Just one concrete and present moment example of these future challenges we will
soon experience are the profound, incredibly painful and deadly global effects of the Novel Corona Virus global
pandemic. The Corona Virus is proving the case for proactive and preemptive generation of collaborative and
integrated solutions efforts that are supported from many existing sources and venues. This unfortunate global
pandemic has taken much of the world, including the United States governmental systems that are supposed
to protect their citizens, effectively by surprise. This has occurred in spite of many experts having
communicated for many years that this very situation is an inevitable result of our world being so very
intimately and physically connected. This situation is also occurring in spite of previous epidemics of SARS,
MERS and EBOLA; therefore, we must collectively wake up and take preemptive corrective action now. We
must recognize fully the influences in our world that actively or passively resist transformation and global
evolution to our collective detriment, call them out and require their transformation at this crucial time in human
history. These influences can be no more than human populations collectively wanting to hold onto a
dysfunctional societal and global status-quo, due to subconscious fear of fundamental change.
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Our current global collective situation is proving the case for the creation of a system of networked systems
designed specifically to facilitate existing organizations and institutions to rapidly and dynamically reorganize,
transform and effectively work together for the common good before other problems occur in the future, so that
we are provably, effectively and transparently prepared to handle them in the most efficient and least costly
ways. We can no longer afford to wait for world governments, that are barely capable of managing world
business as usual, to play “catch up” with these imminent threats and realities. We must take conscious
decisive action now! This proposed action will require resources from many sources, this is just a fact of life.
The diagram below shows a simple overview of how the various inputs from the bottom of the diagram
culminate in the production of globally tailored solutions for implementation in any cultural or social venue. (i.e.
The solutions are a good ergonomic fit and thus likely to achieve their intended results most optimally).

!
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The diagram below shows the potential for many different types of organizations and institutions of all kinds to
collaborate and efficiently contribute via the WSS networked system of systems in order to produce integrated
global solutions that would not be feasible otherwise.

!

The diagram below depicts the potential for sophisticated integrative operational capability that the WSS
process can generate.
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13. WSS International & Inter-Organizational Orchestrated Evolution Management System:
In order for ongoing global species level evolution to occur successfully there must be a system of
management, communication, education, healing, facilitation and guidance to this process. It could be said
that the entirety of the WSS organizational model is designed to fulfill this necessary species level need. That
said, there is a functional core component of the WSS tasked with this specific integrated function. Core
elements of this functionality are:
• Forecasting of detrimental developments around the world across various time scales
• Cross functional support from the WSS education systems, the solutions development systems, the
logistical systems, the software development capability, the think-tank transdisciplinary knowledge
integration functions, etc.
• The operations support and project management systems that deliver resources, information and
solutions required to support human consciousness evolution and global developments.
The table below is a brief cyclic process flow description of the proposed ongoing global transformational cycle
as facilitated by the WSS Phase 1 organizing processes, technologies, culture and principles. It is a brief
overview model of how the global transformational and evolution supportive system of systems can fulfill this
role. All of the described steps and elements of this cyclic flow are described in greater detail further along in
this document. All WSS organizational components and capabilities are structurally, culturally, technologically
and logistically integrated and quality data driven in their processes.
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Cycle of Global Transformation of WSS Phase 1 Development:
1.

The WSS is established with its full Phase 1 operational functionality and has the support of various
levels of society, affiliated crowds, a network of leaders, and various powerful networked groups and
factions. Then transdisciplinary information, mass-data and technological inputs constantly arrive to
the Phase 1 organizational system of networked systems from all affiliated external sources, (i.e.
think-tanks, research institutions, affiliated corporations, governmental institutions and global
educational institutions). These informational and information management resources feed the
development of the new WSS global transformation supportive lexicon and eventually a new and
complete language of global change management and global consciousness evolution. The WSS
educational system is constantly creating new educated affiliate resources, including teaching large
numbers of software coders, at no financial cost to themselves with the agreement that they are in
future willing to participate in, contribute to and support ongoing WSS software systems
developments. The education system also keeps all affiliated organizations and persons operating
from the latest and best synchronized information and coordinative information.

2.

Preparatory inventorying, organization, categorization and preprocessing of all transdisciplinary
information and convergent technology inflows occurs, along with full analysis and recording of all
associated information in centralized databases designed specifically for these diverse information
types in all ways necessary to support their efficient utilization and integration. This centrally stored
library of transdisciplinary information and all information analysis results will be made available to all
affiliated organizations and institutions.

3.

Ongoing reception by the WSS of funding, technology resources, expertise resources and all other
types of solutions support resources occurs and are recorded into the WSS logistical, inventory,
operations support systems and project management resource inventory. This information is then
accessible to all other WSS systems, including the WSS bartering system and the available expertise
database and man hour recording systems that support the bartering system.
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4.

Ongoing WSS system reception of coordinated affiliated shared organizational expertise and
support, and crowd sourced support inputs and participation. These inputs will support collaborative
interaction between the WSS Central Think-Tank Team, all global affiliated organizations, think-tanks
and entrepreneurial hubs operating in concert to apply information and technology to efficiently
produce new knowledge, solutions, services, algorithms, processes and coordinative global plans
and strategies.
The WSS Core Think-Tank-Team constantly facilitates the development of a network of affiliated
external think-tanks, while both integrating their informational inputs and offering them access to all
WSS information. The WSS also spawns new think-tanks creates additional think-tank linkage and
integration hubs to facilitate constructive concentration of quality knowledge and data. The WSS
offers processes and developmental models of think-tank team acceleration of capacity and quality of
consciousness to these external networked organizations. The WSS has its own entrepreneurial hub
and also performs similar networking and support functions to external entrepreneurial incubators,
and designs and implements new incubators globally.
These integrative dynamics occur on the WSS collaboration support system platform, utilizing the
WSS project management systems and solutions development tool set. These WSS systems create
a highly integrated network of affiliated organizations and participants. The WSS can receive any
type of contributed business model information and processes from affiliated organizations that will
then be used only for the ongoing not-for-profit process of the WSS organization. This collaboration
support system has the globally available capacity to create, prototype, implement and end-to-end
manage complex large scale coordinated global change initiatives). This collaborative solutions
developmental dynamic (collaborative solutions production engine) is supported by the WSS:
• Think-Tank-Team
• collaboration support systems
• bartering systems, bartering accounting systems, available expert resource tracking &
inventory and man hour tracking systems
• agreement management systems (based on non-corruptible blockchain based technology)
• logistical systems
• project management and solutions development tool kit
• educational systems
• communications management systems
• change management and quality assurance systems
• global transformation supportive lexicon
• WSS social healing systems
The outputs and results of these systemic and synergistic interactions are globally orchestrated
solutions development and implementation, they are also equitable outputs of any type of needed
resource to any selected international venues. All of these ongoing dynamics constantly feed the
learning and developmental evolution of the WSS core organizational culture process. This process
in turn feeds the WSS global educational system and the process of the WSS introducing its cultural
processes to external organizations, social venues and institutions.

5.

Ongoing and fully transparent transdisciplinary information and strategic coordinative information
outflows to all affiliated organizations and groups occurs. Additionally, as contributed monies are
received by the WSS they flow right back out to selected not-for-profit ventures that wish to operate
in an orchestrated catalytic manner for the global common good on WSS projects or affiliated
organization’s and institution’s projects.
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6.

Ongoing outputs of solutions, processes, developed technologies, equitably distributed resources
and developed algorithms occurs, supported by the WSS communications and educational systems,
and the logistical distribution and operational support management systems. These outputs of
solutions can be for hire, for sale, or licensed, and all monies that result from this transaction
dynamic will only be utilized for support of the ongoing WSS organizational process.

7.

Global transformational strategies, methods, techniques, processes, project plans and support
information and models are generated and distributed to the world to enhance coordinated
collaborative unified global actions, efforts and initiatives. New social technologies and new models
of organizational governance and models of global international governance develop and are
distributed and implemented. Constant global systemic feedback from these solutions, information
and resource distributions and implementations provides evolution support for the centralized WSS
organizations development. It also simultaneously provides evolutionary support for all distributed
affiliated organizations and institutions operations and projects.

8.

WSS’s Patented World Transformation Operating Systems and Organizational Infrastructures and
catalytic coordinative interfaces to networked organizations, groups and individuals, continues to
develop and evolve. New social technologies necessary to solve world problems continue to be
developed, evolved and implemented.
Systemic solutions to world problems are rapidly
implemented on large scales combined with mass education and facilitated global consciousness
evolution and potential catastrophes are averted or managed better than they would otherwise have
been. The totality of the operation of the WSS organizing dynamic and systems facilities ongoing
intelligent global transformation, managed change and developments designed from the ground up to
serve the common good.

9.

Simultaneous mass transformational global learning and evolution of species consciousness and
proactive evolution of the dynamics of effectively repurposing existing global systems for the
common good.

10.

All of the prior steps result in a new and sustainably manageable paradigm and a complete and
optimally functional Global Transformation Operating System for complete managed global
technological, social, economic and ecosystem change. This dynamic is sustained via
unprecedented trans-disciplinary global networked teamwork and collaboration of individuals,
organizations, corporations and nations.
And the species level global transformational cycle goes on ...

14.

WSS Central Communications Hub: (WSS Intranet & Inter-Crowd, Inter-Corporate and InterGovernmental Extranet). This communications hub and information distribution backbone is both fed by and
made up of the internal WSS organizational management software, personnel and organizational structures
and processes. These include intra WSS change management software and national and international
development supportive change management systems and software. This hub is designed to support the
centralized collation and reorganization of massive amounts of useful data and knowledge and to prepare this
facilitative knowledge for broad spectrum, targeted and synchronized dissemination to any group, person or
institution in the world.
This developed communications system operates in constant harmony with and in integration with all other
described WSS core capabilities and stays in constant synchronization with their efforts, dynamics and needs
and supports all of their functions consistently and comprehensively. It is designed to support any type of
globally networked mass change process, as well as any large-scale development and coordinated solutions
focused initiatives that exist now or in the future. It also operates as a system to communicate and inform to
the world the WSS Vision, Mission and ongoing organizational process, as well as for general ongoing global
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information dissemination, (i.e. educational support of all kinds), and it interfaces with all social media
platforms, links to external think-tanks and entrepreneurial hubs, and operates to distribute all accumulated
WSS transdisciplinary information to all internal WSS sub-units, and communicates information to all WSS
collaborative entities and external organizations. It also supports crowd supported solution effort information
feedback, and for advertising, fundraising, marketing, in support of the WSS consulting capacity, and the WSS
university function, as well as for generating coordinated effort support for all collaborative solutions creations
and implementations. This system allows synchronization of any and all global participant’s efforts and thus
also supports the WSS Logistical and Operations functions and hub. It also supports a centralized global
problem / issues reporting and monitoring system. These coordinative communications efforts can include
creating a collaborative support environment for the following participants:
• Governments
• Cities
• Corporations
• Institutions
• Research Centers
• Think-Tanks
• Universities
• Crowds that want to create global solutions
• Individuals

Co-Creation Social Movement Engine and Technology Infrastructure
The proposed communications software platform will also support a global information collection and
management system. This Social Movement Engine and system supports the development of solutions
strategies which lead to precisely targeted globally strategized communications and coordinated efforts and
projects. It would utilize various existing funding engines to resource social movements and their
associated social movement strategies. This system does not operate within the dynamics or boundaries of
traditional journalism, reporting mediums or governmental information collection and strategizing methods.
In addition, it will accomplish its goals in a non-profit mode. It is designed to fully integrate with the other
communications components of the 17 WSS Core Capabilities listed in the WSS Full Doc. Ver 3.4. Below is
a description of the social movement engine’s core functionalities.
A System to Support Positive and Healthy Global Social Movements
•

This described technology and infrastructure support the development and simultaneous management
of many diverse positive and healthy Global Social Movements throughout their natural lifecycles of
benefit to the world. This is a system that rapidly, and on any scale, organizes the very unorganized
and potentially polarized, conflicting, fragmented and incomplete information sources from global
societies into efficient, effective, highly organized and assuredly globally unifying, peacefully managed
and long-term sustainable social movements and associated global change management efforts.
Therefore, it is a grounded, practical, defined and refine-able path to global unification and unified
action and development of methods of addressing global problems, such as climate change, pollution,
gender inequality, racial inequality, poverty, optimal management of precious resources, etc. It is also
part of the larger WSS organization and collaboration platform that are designed to re-organize existing
legacy systems of global management.

•

We ask you to envision how this integrative situational reporting system, strategy development system
and communications and coordinated action system could have diminished the influence of COVID-19
on our world. How could this system have constructively influenced and optimized the social dynamics
and constructive results associated with the untimely and unnecessary death in the United States of
George Floyd? How could we have better understood our collective situation, been prepared and
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constructively worked with both situations before they happened? Is it better to take constructive
preemptive action rather than trying to react and play catch up after these situations have occurred and
then be required to pay financially, via job loss, by disruption of our world and through untold and
unmanageable emotional suffering and social conflict?
Collecting the Views, Concerns and Feedback on World Process
•

The WSS collaboration engine, more fully described in the “World Systems Solutions Organizational
Vision Full Document v3.5”, has the capacity, in addition to its previously described collaborative
discussion forums, solutions development tools, shared communications support tools and shared
working environments, to collect raw information of various kinds from all contributors. This information
will take the form of communications of their views as to what problems they perceive in the world and
developments they feel are needed, required, or that they would simply like to see co-creatively and
collaboratively occur in our world and their individual comments on world process. Therefore, the
collaboration engine will also operate as a Global Co-Creation Engine fueled by information and
feedback provided by contributors.

•

Current social media engines will feed information to the Social Movement Engine. Users could simply
“opt-in” to having their views and concerns sent to the Social Movement Management Engine. This
engine transforms and translates social information and emotional energy and contributed intentions
and issues into constructive aligned and coordinated international strategies, managed and targetable
solutions-oriented actions and communications. It functions as a “Social Energy Lightening Rod”, which
grounds into reality the positive intentions and insights of collective humanity. It also functions to
support optimally organized and democratically chosen, and intelligently strategized re-engineering and
constructive transformation of humanity’s global self-management process.

•

This engine will support a process of constructive, rapid and highly organized information transfer and
integration, from individuals and groups from all nations to existing societal networks and governmental
mechanisms that have the power, organizing capacity and resources to effect mass large-scale
coordinated global change. This engine and its resultant organized information effectively support
sustained and sustainable social movements, in all stages of their process and effectively managed
global collaborative change and transformation efforts that are harmonious with our natural world and
have not been possible before.

A Blockchain Technology Based Engine
•

The WSS collaboration engine will collect issues of concern from any and all levels of all societies,
globally, and in such a way as to collate the information, organize it, integrate it, synthesize it, and
warehouse it in a verifiably accurate and integrous and easily referenceable way, for free by all of
humanity. The engine will be “blockchain technology based” and thus not corruptible, and will offer
transparent real time access to all, including summary statistics and resultant strategies and plans as
well as access to the base data these outputs were derived form. It will then, in concert with many
global institutions utilize this potently distilled information to generate constructively actionable national
and international solutions strategies, plans and social movements and social movement supportive
coordinated communications streams.

Giving Humanity a Mirror of its Own Intentions
•

Ongoing reflective global communication of the data that has been input by all levels of humanity will
give humanity a mirror of its own intentions that cannot be broken by denial, spin or manipulation.
Whether its intentions are driven by virtues, higher values, compassion and love or fear, hate, greed,
judgmental-ness, prejudice, or historical wounding, all of these will be obvious from the “votes for the
future of humanity” that each person casts via the Social Movement Engine process. If we vote for
humanity’s salvation it will be obvious, if we vote to further damage our natural world or each other it
will also be obvious. If we as a global community vote for that which is in the common good of all of
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humanity it will be unalterably obviously verifiable that this was our choice and the same is true if we
make negative or non-optimal choices.
•

This dynamic of accurate reflection of the effects of our choices fosters rapid global learning and well
managed change. The difference with this WSS system is that we will all be obviously self-accountable
for our choices and that systems of governance can also be held accountable for theirs. We will
verifiably and realizably “reap what we sow” as a collective global community. The reflections of these
collectively arrived at, recorded and implemented intentions will be accurately mirrored back to all
societies, individuals and to the world, in the forms of strategies and plans, along with their real-world
results and influences. From this accurate, clear, precise, comprehensive and undeniable reflection of
all of humanity’s intentions we will all rapidly learn, grow, change and evolve and thereby move directly
toward our highest potentials. As they learn from their choice's individuals will be able to “change their
previous WSS system data inputs”, i.e they can add new data records that counterbalance previous
potentially negative views, emotions, beliefs, etc. and also ask that their prior contributions be marked
as no longer invalid due to their having learned better ways if this is their free-will choice. Both new and
old records will remain online for later review, as it is important to be empowered to follow the trail of
our collectively arrived at history of choices and inputs. It is also vital that we respectfully give people
the room to learn, change, grow and evolve, without judgment for their past choices, and at their own
pace and in their own free-will process, and then have their new comments, ideas, issues and/ or
“votes” accurately reflect their evolving understandings of life, self, world, politics, economics, etc.

Fueling Solutions Generation
•

The resultant developed and implemented strategies and associated solution plans will then be utilized
to create real world optional solutions that are generated in orchestrated concert with and by existing
social, governmental, and economic institutions and non-profit and for-profit organizations. These
grass-roots information contributions will fuel the generation of solutions that are specifically developed,
communicated and managed by the non-profit WSS organization. These solutions will include service
and product developments that occur in collaboration with many WSS affiliated for-profit and not-for
profit corporations and institutions.

•

This Engine will optimize integrated and equal global democratization of all power dynamics, and help
people to adjust their “voting perspectives, values and intentions” as time goes by. Participants
consciousness will evolve reflectively, as they learn both the costs and benefits of their previously voted
for intentions, desires, beliefs and expectations that they personally embody when they then see them
implemented in the world as a result of the Social Movement Engine process.

Ongoing, Clear and Substantive Feedback to Contributors
•

Contributors of concerns, comments, ideas, and information will be communicated with by the WSS
communications system staff in such a way as to verify that their concerns were accurately understood,
accurately reflected in the WSS databases, useful in their influence in larger strategic planning and are
also substantively valued, honored and cared about. Ongoing clear, and if available and feasible,
substantive feedback from the WSS staff to contributors about progress on their contributed issues will
be made available to the contributors in order to assure them of when, where, how and why their
concerns were being worked with and by who. If for any reason their contributions were not going to be
acted upon a reason would be given, (i.e. for example if they were hateful or violent in nature). This
would represent an ongoing dialog and conversation which would occur between contributors and
downline WSS solutions mechanisms, staff and process that intentionally evolves and is refined over
time.

Part of the Larger WSS Collaborative Communications Systems
•

This ongoing Social Movement Engine activity would represent a subset of the overall WSS
collaborative communications and solutions generation platform activity. This engine will help to
manage and preemptively defuse global change related stress, unresolved cultural wounds, conflict,
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misunderstandings, and even the cultural shock that is often associated with rapid large-scale social
and international change. All of which we are all facing globally and will continue to collectively face in
the future. This collaboration system supports globally organized and intelligent and eco-friendly
developments and transformation. It does so without as much potential for societies and nations falling
back into dysfunctional states and dynamics, due to negative reactions to ongoing global change and to
failed and un-sustained change efforts that were non-collaboratively, non-positively, nationalistic,
competitive or non-optimally arrived at, initiated, or were incompletely thought out, or not well
strategized, organized, coordinated or implemented. This system recognizably puts decision-making
power back into the hands of collective global humanity and ensures that special interests and
centralized money and power do not inordinately drive global social, political, economic or ecosystem
change and developments.
Supported by and Supportive of the Latest Scientific Research
•

The strategy and plan development processes and outputs from the engine, as well as the analysis of
all data that is contributed by people from around the world, will be informed by the latest scientific
research which will be contributed by various international educational, research and not-for-profit
organizations. There are masses of scientific knowledge and data in the world that are currently not
being directly applied to a Social Movement Engine and wise global transformation process. When they
are constructively applied and integrated, they will support the WSS process of designing and defining
new and refined output strategies and plans from the Engine that will then guide world process and
leadership education and decisional dynamics.

•

The data collected within the Social Movement Engine will then also provide feedback to these
educational and research entities in such a way as to improve their science and research efforts. This
constant reflective cycle will constitute a mechanism of accelerated development and evolution of
human consciousness globally. This organizational model is specifically designed to remain in constant
learning mode, and to generate and support a Social Movement Engine that constantly gets “smarter”
and more evolved as it draws in more information, sophisticated knowledge, contributed social
perspective, ideas and intentions. Therefore, it can also be accurately described as a Global Engine of
Organized and Orchestrated Transdisciplinary Human Learning and Accelerated Evolution of Human
Consciousness.

Distributed Global Leadership and Influence into the Hands of All Equally
•

This societal development collaboration engine will by these means build trust in the world’s
populations that they matter, have a collective voice, have power, and are literally co-creating the future
world they want to live in. It will also offer them a way to track their personal influences globally in order
to better understand and magnify their power and their influence in the world. This is a mechanism of
efficient and effectively democratized co-creative global developmental steerage that anyone and
everyone can contribute to in healthy ways, and based upon their personal knowledge, expertise,
creative capacities, values, interests, etc. It distributes global leadership and influence into the hands
of all the people of the world equally.

•

The various elements of the 17 WSS Core Capabilities that would be participative in this phase of
collaboration system development are:
o

The Online Education System and Cultural Evolution System

o

The Global Collaboration & Coordination Communications System

o

The Complete Collaboration Engine

o

The WSS Internal Governance Strategy & Constitution

o

The Global Strategy Development & Planning Engine
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•

o

The WSS Project Management system

o

The WSS Leadership Development system

o

The WSS Logistics Engine

o

The Social Movement Management Engine can feed all other WSS Capabilities and Engines

Even seemingly negative or destructive comments from contributors will be respected, harmonized,
transmuted and translated by WSS comment evaluators into useful understandings of social dynamics,
or into potential solutions strategies, and this process will occur without any judgment of the
contributor’s perspectives, beliefs, motivations or goals. All output information and strategies will be
focused on positive, healthy, constructively managed global change and transformation.

The overall collaboration engine therefore represents a complete global co-creation engine and a
part of the WSS World Service Engine.
•

This ongoing incoming data-stream from all levels of all societies integrates and synthesizes the
information people and groups provide in such a way as to efficiently generate timely and opensource
referenceable and decision supportive databases, summary reports and statistics. These distilled
information sources then feed the global strategy engine, which then generates strategy and planning
documents, data and statistics and outputs educational information. After WSS staff analysis and issue
integration the system then offers literal described optional solutions, solutions requirements and
defined paths forward for alignment of international systems of governance, social systems and
economic systems to evolve from. These strategies can include methods for global cultural healing,
educational system developments, ways the global community can work towards peaceful global
solutions of all kinds, transformational paths for our economic systems, and ways to proactively ensure
that our world is sustainably ecologically managed and well managed in all other respects.

Supporting Rapid Evolution of Global Human Consciousness
•

This system supports foundational integration and alignment of the global collective consciousness,
which evolves constantly and which this system can then constructively mirror back to the global
community as a clear expression of what they care about, what they want, what they know and what
they do not, how they choose to create their world and how they can alternatively do so, in ever more
healthy ways. This system therefore supports direct, sustainable, rapid, constructive evolution of global
human consciousness.

Ensuring Data Integrity
•

The whole mechanism of collaboration-based communication and information flow is standardized,
transparent to all, verifiably secure, non-profit and thus certifiable and provably guaranteed to be
integrous in its process to all societies at all levels of all societies. It has a built-in front end data buffer
and data verification and authenticity evaluation front end, which filters false data from the system and
does not allow information from false social media entities or people with fictitious social media
accounts to either add their false data to, or to “swamp the system” with false or corrupting intentions,
issues, problems, communications, misinformation, etc.

•

This system will counterbalance polarized news media dynamics, political communications and all
propagandistic communications mediums that threaten to divide and fragment our world populations
into an inability to work together, thus this system can support a System of Sustained Globally
Unifying Social Movements.

•

The collaboration communications system is designed to be supportive of graceful, integrous, timely,
efficient, national and international orchestrated global transformation and problem resolution based
upon verifiably factual, timely and complete information. It will also drive the development of better
informed and appropriate leadership globally, and nationally, in that leader’s (governmental, corporate
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and social leaders) will better understand world issues and problems and be collectively supported in
addressing and solving them in constructive ways. Therefore, it is also a literal global leadership
education system and a cultural education system.
•

This information collection system feeds and constitutes a foundational component of the WSS online
educational system and global cultural healing and evolution system.

Augmenting Current Journalistic Mechanisms
•

This system is an augmentation to current journalistic mechanisms and global management systems
and systems of governance and fills gaps that these existing systems are not designed to understand,
address or resolve or even become aware of. Simultaneously it will drive rapid constructive evolutionary
change in all these systems.

•

This system guides and supports the literal physical manifestation in real world terms of the collective
creative intention of global humanity. It also efficiently ties the capacity to constructively mobilize
humanity and resources and apply organized resources to unifying strategy in a consistent way.

•

The collaboration platform Information Management System tracks all the information that flows
through it, from beginning to organized outputs and tracks the ongoing evolution, process and efficacy
of the implemented strategies and plans and social movements that it produces. This tracked
information supports ongoing comprehensive Social Movement Engine System evolution, integrity, the
highest data and process security, and thus achieved global system catalytic transformative effect.

•

This collaboration and communications engine information can be collected, managed, categorized,
and effective strategies developed from it by an existing Artificially Intelligent journalism engine. These
system functions and their initial development can be fully funded by ongoing contributions from the
public and charitable foundations and the WSS system will not be defined in their process, contributions
or by any special interest. No funding contributor will be allowed to influence any informational outputs
from any portion of these systems. This WSS information collection and management system will be
equally informationally contributed to by all socio-economic levels of all societies without favoritism.

Applying the Highest Values, Principles and Understandings of the Collective Good
•

The process of translating people’s concerns and ideas into solutions strategies will be accomplished
via application of the highest values, principles and understandings of the global collective good to the
process of evaluation, synthesis and integration of this data. The strategies, project plans and
synthesized output data from the Engine can be distributed globally through any number of carefully
designed and targeted data distribution channels that feed coordinative information to strategically
collaborative groups, nations, organizations and educational institutions.

Supporting Ongoing Collective Collaboration
•

The Social Movement Engine will comprehensively support ongoing collective collaborative
discussions, planning and organization of peaceful activities between all kindred souls who wish to
participate in support of the Social Movement Engine strategies. These groups will not only be
empowered by being able to operate in concert with the WSS produced integrated strategies. Any
social movement will have the option of defining their own agendas, intentions, processes and
strategies, independently of the WSS process, within the Social Movement Engine as long as their
goals and process are verifiably peaceful and constructive.

There are many ways that the complete WSS communications system can reach humanity in constructive
ways. One example of one part of the WSS process in action: Smart cell phone and smart car applications will
be developed to facilitate real-time global coordinated collaborative efforts, operations, information feedback
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loops and metrics data collection between all WSS affiliates engaged in solutions implementations and
management.
The WSS also utilizes all forms of communication, including “info-art" in order to facilitate optimized global
communications and shared understandings and coordinated efforts. Simultaneously the WSS supports the
production and development of various forms of art globally, for the sake of art itself and for the purpose of
nourishing humanity’s relationship to the arts: Art is itself a powerful medium of communication and is an
expression of the human soul process. The WSS is a networked system of systems, and two main purposes
of these WSS systems are the development of evolution supportive and collaboration supportive
communications of all kinds for humanity in order to optimize the WSS effect in the world.
Optimizing the application of all forms of art-based communication, including the performing arts (i.e. pictures,
video, song, writing, audio communications all kinds, etc.). All forms of art can facilitate the process of the WSS
Mission and Vision, and they also support the evolution of the consciousness and greater understanding of
humanity. In addition to basic utility, beauty and art have intrinsic worth, i.e. art and beauty feed the human
soul.

15. The WSS “Organizational Constitution” and Operational Rules of the Road: (i.e. WSS Organizational
Incorporation Bylaws, Core Values and Operating Principles and a Complete System of Legal Boilerplate and
the overall WSS Global Evolution and Transformation Support Agreement Management System and Strategy
for Managed Cooperative and Collaborative Interaction with External Groups and Organizations):
(Refer to previous listing of WSS Core Values, Principles & Goals that will support this organizational function’s
development).
Although vitally important to organizational function and development, these guidelines are not written in stone,
and they will be rapidly changeable however only via a clearly defined, transparent and rigorous process, thus
they will remain intelligently evolvable and refinable as the WSS and its networked organizations and the
surrounding world develops and evolves. These clear and simple rules and values will give all WSS personnel
and affiliated organizations and individuals specific and defined ways to orient themselves in interaction with
the WSS in order to optimally work together for the global common good. At the same time, they will give
support to clearly coordinated team interaction between all external organizations and the WSS as they all
develop in concert together. Some potential examples:
•
•
•
•

•

WSS solutions development tools will not be utilized for destructive or competitive efforts
WSS organizational systems will remain focused on providing global solutions that will be designed and
applied in ways that serve the common good of humanity.
WSS supported collaborative efforts will not be influenced in any phase of their development or
deployment by special interests, political parties, nationalistic or populist agendas or religious influence.
The WSS organization operates with maximum transparency and accountability in all areas of its
process and organizations, groups and individuals interacting with the WSS will match this degree of
transparency in their interactive processes.
All legal boilerplate documents and agreements.

In addition to the above developed bylaws, legal processes and documents and systems the WSS will create
and manage a complete and evolvable agreement system that supports each of the evolutionary
developmental phases of the WSS and its interactions with all external entities. This agreement system will be
designed to support the fluid and flexible transformation of the global species development process as it
evolves, while assuring the sovereign integrity of the WSS internal and interactive organizational function. This
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will include management of all bartering system dynamics and crowd sourced projects and all other types of
interactions between all participating WSS entities.

!
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16. WSS Planetary and Species Level Healing Systems: These systems are designed to provide support
for the healing of:
• Historically emotionally wounded Societies, Cultures, Nations, Corporate Cultures, and Individuals.
• Our wounded planetary ecosystems, which we depend upon, as a species, for our survival and
successful continuance of species level life process.
• Healing current human social tendencies and lack of shared understandings that do not support a
healthy relationship between humanity and our natural ecosystems.
Through ongoing life experience, individuals, groups, cultures, religions and nations are inevitably wounded in
their processes of development, evolution and ongoing life process, whether this wounding is emotional,
mental, physical or spiritual. This natural human life process creates an ongoing cyclic dynamic of wounding,
healing, wounding and healing, and it cycles on and on. We require this process as a species to learn and to
grow and to evolve. That said, the difficulty arises when the healing portion of the cycle is interrupted for any
reason, or when the wounding is so deep as to create fundamental dysfunction or conflict. In this case the
wounds remain until they are later resolved via some intervening mechanism.
Once a people or a group of human beings are emotionally, mentally, spiritually and / or physically wounded
these wounds are recorded in their collective cultural psyche, then these wounds are relived and become a
core element of the groups experience interpretation process, decision-making processes and overtly influence
their foundational cultural life view. Just as an individual human being can experience PTSD after a traumatic
event, so can whole cultures and nations and even our species as a whole, and the effects of these wounds
can last for years, centuries or even millennia. These wounded societies and cultures require whatever degree
and type of healing support that they require, for as long as it takes, in order for them to transcend this
wounded and impaired state or dysfunction. These wounds don’t just go away on their own, and we can no
longer as a species carry the weight of these unhealed global wounds and at the same time face the
challenges our future holds and at the same time perform as a healthy whole collective community when we
face our global challenges.
It is this historical wounding that life on our planet has generated, either through environmental damage to
populations, economic deprivation, political abuse, slavery, war and terrorism, unfair treatment, gender abuse,
devaluation by other groups, religious exploitation or religious persecution or simple lack of required
developmental resources leading to seemingly unending suffering of human populations. These unhealed
historical social wounds and situations can also be as simple, deep and profound as mistrust, unresolved
anger and hatred, or developmentally paralyzing fear. There can also be a sense of unresolved shame and
guilt for actions taken as a group, a culture or a nation, even in the very far past. Examples of incompletely
healed social wounds could be found related to the Holocaust, the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, or various forms of genocide and the historical effects on many populations of long-term
dictatorship, the Vietnam War, or Word War I and II.
These unresolved emotional states and emotional energies are held in a sort of debilitating limbo in the
collective psyches’ of various groups of human beings, sometimes on the scale of nations and cultures, without
a defined and consistently implemented mechanism of resolution, such as the healing method applied in South
Africa after the fall of the Apartheid the pain continues. Whether these groups or nations see themselves as
victims or perpetrators, or both, at different points in human history, both sides of the coin must always be
addressed and healed.
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In order to evolve as nations and as a species, these types of social wounds must be healed. There must be
open expression of recognized truths, what occurred, and ownership must be taken of misdeeds, and there
must be requests for forgiveness on all sides and forgiveness given from all sides to all other sides that have
felt themselves to have been wounded. Only through this process of complete resolution of our species
collective emotional history can we move cleanly and successfully into our species future and with the
confidence of emotional trust of our neighbors and their heart felt intentions that is required for species level
collaboration. The WSS will have technologies, personnel, processes and capacities to facilitate the healing of
this ongoing and repeating wounding and healing cycle that has been such a core part of the human species
level developmental dynamic and which has simultaneously held us back as a species from attaining our
highest potential. Left unhealed, these wounds can derail, distort or even cripple a nation’s development or
even that of the human species.

“Healing doesn’t mean the damage never existed, it means the damage no longer controls
our lives.” - Unknown
In addition to the healing of the world’s peoples we must learn to and choose to heal our living environment,
the ecosystem we depend upon for our existence. If we do not achieve this our time as a species is likely very
limited. We must heal ourselves and our planet simultaneously, if we do not work together the challenges will
simply be too big and complex for any nation or people to accomplish alone. We must heal our divisions, our
separateness, our populist and nationalistic tendencies, our collective misunderstandings and our toxic
competitiveness if we wish to survive as either nations or as a whole global community.
This healing mechanism will include a comprehensive capacity to manage the practical reality of global
transformational and change stress dynamics and emotions that will occur whether the WSS is created,
implemented and had its intended effect or not. Therefore, a key capability of the WSS is to help the global
population not just heal, but also to manage ongoing transformational and change shock dynamics which are
likely to become to some degree endemic in future species evolutionary unfoldment.
There are numerous existing healing and transformation supportive methods and techniques that will be drawn
from in order to affect these required results. Just one example is the method utilized to such positive effect in
healing the traumatic and violent societal rifts in South Africa, after the fall of Apartheid which then successfully
bound that country’s wounded people back into functional unity. Another example of a way to rapidly process
unresolved trauma on an individual level is the therapeutic process of EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization
Reprocessing).

17. WSS Global Operating System and Support Infrastructure: The totality of the core design capability
parameters and associated operational strategies of the WSS Phase 1 organization listed above, when fully
evolved and developed, in concert with external participating organizations, corporations and governmental
institutions will constitute the foundation elements of a complete adaptive engine for global facilitation of the
evolution of consciousness of the human species, including that of individuals, organizations, societies and for
the human species as a whole. This development will also constitute a complete and efficient “global
coordinative and collaborative species level development support operating system” for the synchronized
management of global developmental change and intelligent transformation of the totality of the human
process on the planet we all share.
The WSS will operate as a macro-coordinative and collaboration support system of networked systems, as well
as a transformative and developmental super-structure for the consistent production and implementation of
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literally massive and absolutely necessary global solutions and transformative initiatives and efforts. The total
WSS system of networked systems will be specifically designed to simultaneously leverage and facilitate the
rapid efficient evolution of existing world legacy systems of all kinds (human and technological), and it will
simultaneously generate new and more sustainably functional technological and software systems. In the long
run the WSS process will, as a natural result of its processes, generate new and complete systems of world
governance that can support the world’s nations in operating harmoniously with each other at all scales and in
all social and international venues, and in regard to all necessary human development efforts, while the world
transforms itself into an ever more sustainable mode of operation and function. These new systems of world
governance can include a reliable and non-corruptible “blockchain” voting system that gives real time access to
all voters who are optimally informed of issues via the WSS communications and education systems.
This new WSS global system of networked systems will include software and defined protocols that support
interactive communication, collaboration, coordination and operational interfaces into all participating groups,
corporations and national and international institutions and governments. This WSS system will support the
development of a new order of transdisciplinary knowledge development, centralized mass information storage
(available to all global participants equally) and collaborative interaction supportive communications and
educational systems that support rapid successful solutions development and deployment. (i.e. The WSS
process will generate new and highly organized transdisciplinary knowledge concepts, information structures
and databases that are designed to support global transdisciplinary education, collaboration, systems
development, solutions development, standardized global education and mass international coordinated
networked activities and sustainable solutions creation efforts).
This complete WSS developed collaborative transdisciplinary environment will allow humans to rapidly become
capable of literally thinking new, different and more constructively positive thoughts, operating and working
together in new ways and reaching understandings previously unattainable by the traditionally conditioned
process of education and social acculturation that human beings usually develop from. These WSS
organizational software developments and operational systems developments will be augmented by the latest
Artificial Intelligence software and hardware systems where appropriate and useful. All of these new globally
available systems and “augmented human information processing organizational evolutions” will depend upon
and dovetail with the ground up development of the previously mentioned new language and lexicon for the
evolution of human consciousness, transformation of the global process of the human species, and for all
required world systems transformations.
The “designed in and built in” WSS Phase 1 organization capabilities and functions will allow it to manifest, for
the common good of our species, whatever new human, social and technological capabilities and organized
macro-human efforts, which are necessary (in concert with all external to the WSS networked organizations
and institutions) to facilitate healthy global social, technological and consciousness transformation, and to
facilitate the evolution of all existing world systems and life processes, in whatever ways are necessary, for our
species to reach a consistently healthy and ecologically sustainable and efficiently operational global process.
The WSS will accomplish this in a logistically, socially, ecologically, economically, technologically, and politically
synchronized, practical and sound manner, with whatever degree of orchestrated global intention and
orchestration of resource distributions necessary for these goals to be consistently manifest on a global scale.
The WSS organizational model is designed to operate as both the “mother and the midwife” for the complete
gestation process of the next phase of catalytic evolutionary development of our species. It will support and
facilitate humanity in making the next and most exciting and inspiring leap in our evolution. This is an
opportunity for humanity, peacefully working together, to architect and construct an organic and transcendently
intelligent global management focused and oriented organizational model that is constantly refinable and
evolvable. This new model can then support the peaceful, ongoing and synchronized generation of a literal
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new species of human beings across all social venues and nations. Meaning the WSS represents a new form
and new order of harmonious and collaborative organizational intelligence, which will be “designed to design” a
new form of loving and working human species intelligence that can be communicated to other organizations,
groups and societies. This result will give humanity new and sustainably evolvable ways to manage the human
life process in its entirety, which are teachable, distributable and implementable in all areas of the world. It will
fundamentally shift the arc of development and collective process of humanity.
The WSS is, in its later phased unfoldment, therefore a guided evolutionary process for intelligently, efficiently,
effectively and peacefully terraforming human societies and raising human consciousness, in mass, into a new
form and dynamic that is truly healthy, functional and that “works” in harmonious concert with itself and with our
natural world. It is both the highway and the vehicle for humanity’s next great step forward, it is the bridge from
our “current situation Point A” to a far better and absolutely necessary “future and functional Point B”. The
proposed WSS process, paradigm, organizational construct and set of species level developmental principles
constitutes the ladder that we are all building together in order for humanity to climb out of the various holes we
have inadvertently dug ourselves into through our prior species dynamics, decision-making strategies, efforts
and actions.
The WSS will also constitute a “new, necessary and intelligently constructed and functioning organ” of the
human species’ “collective body” or collective life process, that is designed to augment existing global systems
capabilities and functions and thus to serve humanity in all ways that our current insufficient and conflicted
systems of governance and government, nationalist and populist intentions and approaches, toxifying
competitive corporate dynamics and short-term return on investment oriented capitalistic endeavors were
never designed to do and therefore cannot successfully effect in the time and with the resources available to
us.

6.1 Conclusion - Faith, Hope, Unity, Innovation, Ingenuity and Unified
Collective Action:
The long-term results that must be achieved by the collaborative efforts of the WSS and humanity as a whole
are the attainment and ongoing efficient and coordinated distribution of new understandings of how human
beings, governments, organizations and societies can optimally weave their efforts together, interrelate and
harmoniously collaborate around the world and at all levels, for their own benefit and for the benefit of the
world as a healthy community.
Together we can do this, and not because we have a common enemy to tribally come together to fight. In fact,
humanity has this current common and one-time opportunity and chance to become all that we have always
had the potential to be, and to do so as one cohesive conscious global community. Please have faith and
hope, transcend your fears and mistrust, and unite in common purpose and intelligent collective action. Let us
substantively help one another to build a better future for our world. We can and will achieve this together and
can only do so through united effort. Thank you!
For more information and how to get involved, you can visit our website at www.wssnow.org or email directly at
info@wssnow.org. For near-term communications you can reach us at intentions@wssnow.org
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